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Abstract
This report presents research study conducted at Linkoping University on coordination and
logistics training design in simulation based environment.
This study is based on C3Fire simulation environment for designing scenarios and simulations to
train people for coordination and logistics handling under emergency situations. Related existing
literature and theories about decision making, teamwork and situation awareness are studied and
consulted to design new scenarios. Several scenarios were developed and initial experiments
were conducted on these scenarios to check whether they meet intended behavior or not. Result
of experiments proved success of scenario‟ design and these scenarios along their training goals,
player and manager instructions are documented in report. It can be used to train and test team‟s
ability for coordination and logistics aspects in emergency situations. Exhaustive testing of
scenarios on large experiment base is left as future work.
Keywords: C3Fire, logistics, coordination, training, simulation environment, teamwork,
command and control (C2)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1 Introduction
Teamwork is inherent to humans when working in group. Lot of tasks involves effort requiring
more than one person. However, personal characteristics of individuals plays pivotal role in
overall team performance and work. Training team for improvement and desired characteristics
is vital to its ability. This training can be given twofold:
1) By theoretical way where team is given lectures, seminars, tips without actually giving actual
practice. It is accused for lack of involvement of practice in actual situation where team will
carry tasks. Training for battlefield by listing lectures in air-conditioned room imposes serious
doubts on its usefulness.
2) By letting team in actual environment with all characteristics of situation that team is trained
for. It removes problem with first approach by practicing in actual situation. However, it proves
too costly by involving real world which may be costly and difficult to produce such as firefighting, battlefield and space-dynamics.
Due to problems with both traditional training methodologies, simulation environments gained
real importance in its niche market. It provides desired characteristics of real-world situations
without increasing cost associated with training to great extent. Simulation environment achieve
this by simulating real world situation in controlled environment by preserving its unique,
desired and opaque characteristics and simulating them in controlled area to behave it much like
real environment.
C3Fire is such a command, control and communication simulation environment. It is a microworld simulating fire fighting to train team for emergency situations in command and control
(C2) world. Fire-fighting is used due to its complex and emergent appearance as tactical situation
requiring close coordination and planning for teamwork.
Teams can be trained for various outcomes and it depends on current team characteristics and
desired characteristics after training. Some major things for training team using C3Fire involves:






Coordination
Communication
Logistics handling
Information searching
Self organization

Above are some important aspects of training team in C2 world. Each aspect has further complex
sub characteristics involving range of methodologies and work styles (e.g. coordination styles,
work patterns, cultural and social influences and player‟s backgrounds). These aspects are not
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mutually exclusive and overlap and are often combined with each other in training (e.g.
coordination in logistics handling).

1.1 Aim
Our work is about two important aspects of team training under C3Fire:
1.1.1

Coordination

It involves testing and training team for their coordination under emergency situation which
required coordinated effort with several dimensions. It may involve coordination for resources,
coordination for help and coordination for achieving combined objective (i.e. fire-fighting). We
will observe coordination as general term having different meanings in different contexts.
Several methodologies and coordination styles are being used successfully for various
heterogeneous purposes.
1.1.2

Logistics Handling

Fire-fighting in C3Fire involves two types of logistics: a) water to stop fire b) fuel to move
trucks to fire place and around. As like real world, logistics handling are not prime objective to
achieve but it inadvertently affects team ability to achieve that prime objective. In environment
with water and fuel as logistics, fire fighting cannot be accomplished without adequate handling
of these resources. Like coordination, logistics can be tricky in situations as its effects on overall
scenarios can be indirect and may appear late. To correctly measure its ability, statistical
comparisons among different variations should be used while keeping other factors still.

1.2 Thesis Outline
Our thesis report is structures as follows:








Chapter 2 presents theoretical framework and literature regarding various methodologies
and approaches for decision making, teamwork and situation awareness.
Chapter 3 provides detailed description of C3Fire environment, its functions and
simulation layers.
Chapter 4 is focused on configurations and scenarios designed for logistics and
coordination training. It applies knowledge of theories presented in chapter 2 with
understanding of C3Fire presented in chapter 3. It also explains how theories presented in
literature apply to designing of different configurations.
Chapter 5 describes FRAM-based analysis carried out for scenario design
Chapter 6 concludes findings and presents an overall summary with important results.
Chapter 7 lists references while chapter 8 & 9 contains appendixes for player and
manager instructions respectively.
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2 Theory
This chapter discusses general theories presented and discussed in literature about decision
making, situation awareness and teamwork in command and control environment. In other
chapter, we will discuss how these theories apply to simulation environment and configurations
designed for logistics and coordination training as part of our work.
This chapter is organized as follows: Next section contains information about decision making
followed by text on types of decision making and RPD model. Next section discusses OODA
loop variations followed by FRAM model. Second last section contains information about
teamwork and team performance in emergency situations. Last section presents theories of
situations awareness (SA) and different levels of SA.

2.1 Decision Making
Decision is referred to as “act of making up one‟s mind [1]” in literal meaning. Decision making
is the ability to make correct and timely decision to confront the faced situation. Decision
making largely depends on the knowledge but time is a critical factor. As rightly said:
“A good plan violently executed now is better than a perfect plan next week.”
By General George S. Patton, Jr., U.S. Army
Right amount of knowledge at right time and at the right place is desirable rather than more
concrete but delayed knowledge for decision making.
Traditionally, decision making was more concerned about how people collect or generate
alternatives and find the best alternative to make right decision [2]. This is referred to as
traditional view of decision making also referred as rational decision making. It is based on three
assumptions:
1. Decision maker is completely knowledgeable about all possible alternatives and their
possible outcomes.
2. Decision maker is capable of identifying slightest differences between alternatives.
3. Decision process is rational in links between different choices if X is better than Y and Y
is better than Z then consequently X is better than Z. This is referred as weak ordering by
[2].

2.1.1 Power of Intuition
Most often we heard people saying when asked about their decisions rationale that “My sixth
sense told me” or “I used my sixth sense”. Intuition, as defined by Klein in [3]:
“Intuition depends on the use of experience to recognize key patterns that indicate the dynamic
of the situation”
3
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Decision makers confronted with really complex, bizarre situations, use intuition to decide
actions. The sixth sense often comes into play where normal senses prove insufficient. The
important fact is that intuition sometimes uses previous experience of decision maker but there is
no pattern into it, It‟s unpredictable [3]. The decision shapes quickly but often without any
rationale. If asked about the decisions, decision makers cannot justify the decision on normative
basis as intuition is not observable [3].
In his book, Klein [3] stressed the relation of intuition with experience and argued about that
“Intuition grows out of experience”. Klein presented many case studies of decision making
where he observed strong relationship between experience of decision maker and intuition
capabilities.

2.1.2 Team Decision Making
Most situations in natural settings represent complex decision making situations. This can be
airplane with one engineer down with 270 people on board or hundreds of people kidnapped by
killer to get some ransom. In these and other situations, decision is mostly made by group of
people that can be seen as a team.
As defined by [4], team decision making is
“The process of reaching a decision undertaken by interdependent individuals to achieve a
common goal … [4]”
Team decision making is characterized from individual’s decision making mainly by number of
information sources and prospective that each person in team brings [4]. Goal of decision
making may be same, but the sources of information, analysis, findings and personal experiences
differ often from person to person. This adds diversity in opinions and choices but often poses
hindrances in reaching on a consensus.

2.2 Types of Decision Making
Generally decision making is categorized into two broader categories: 1) Normative 2)
Naturalistic (Intuitive). In the following we discuss both types and method used in each type.

2.2.1 Normative Decision Making
It was proposed by Austrian-American sociologist Peter Blau. This is classic way of decision
making. It makes three strong assumptions as pointed by [5]:
1. Individual decisions are better than group decisions
2. Subordinates are more committed to a decision if they were part of its formulation
3. Complex and ambiguous tasks often need more information and consultation for reaching
better results.
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It is also referred to as expected utility theory in [6]. It is time consuming but comprehensive in
approach and demands no experience from the decision maker [7]. The process for decision
making consists of following steps [4, page 44]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Setting up the goals
Collecting or generating all possible option to achieve the goal
Calculating likelihood of success for each option
Calculation of utility for each option
Calculating product of utility and likelihood for each option
Selection of most suitable option (option with highest expected utility)

These approaches require formal comparison between alternatives and thus require numerical
representation of choices to be compared [8]. This is not always possible as some choices cannot
be quantified. The goal here is to achieve optimality for the operations (e.g. maximize benefit
etc.) [8].
This way of decision making looks appealing and robust for decision making. However, it is
often difficult to use it for complex emergent situations where decision needs to be made
urgently in non-ideal conditions. Decision maker may not have adequate knowledge of all
possible options and their expected outcomes. Moreover, the normative process of decision
making is time-consuming and not applicable for complex emergency situations. Constraints
assumed by this theory are often missing in complex dynamic environment. Some problems
encountered are:








Defining goals is not trivial tasks and become further complex with sub-goals,
interdependent and conflicting goals. Prioritization may be associated with goals while
making tradeoffs among them. This all makes this theory less suitable choice.
Goals may be ill-defined. Striving to achieve these goals often results in deviation as no
particular criteria exist to ensure their fulfillment. For example, having goal to maximize
profit, direct decision maker to pursue profit but not answers to what extent other goals
can be put on trade-off.
Generation of complete set of options in real environment when faced by emergency
situation is difficult if not impossible. Sometimes, the choices are large which makes this
activity time consuming. On the other side, some options may provide partial solution or
ambiguous in their description.
Most people feel uncomfortable for calculating likelihood for options even in normal
circumstances. In complex situations, people often made new choices that they have
never experienced before. This makes it extremely difficult to calculate likelihood and
poses unrealistic estimation on the decision maker confronting the situation. Moreover,
even calculating likelihood would seriously raise doubts about estimates authenticity as
decisions made by human beings are always subjective and often non-optimal in these
situations.
5
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Time is not unlimited contrary to what normative decision making assumes. Every
decision making process should be time-bounded and any decision made is fruitful only
within its time limit.

Above mentioned are some limitations of normative decision theory that make it remote
consideration for real time decision making. This resulted for need of more modern, applicable
way of decision making. This is often referred to as Naturalistic Decision Making (NDM).

2.2.2 Naturalistic Decision Making
Things don‟t happen is best possible way. This is what happened naturally or in real world. Over
the past 10 to 15 years, naturalistic theories are gaining popularity. When people confronts
challenging situations demanding urgent actions, people often makes non-optimal choices.
People are not rational when it comes to decision making. This is contrary to classic theory of
decision making which assumes decision makers as fully informed, able to differentiate
alternatives for minor details and be rational in decision making. Naturalistic approach is based
on descriptive rather than normative strategies models [8]. Klein and others [4] discussed eight
important characteristics that characterize decision making in natural environment. These are [4]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Ill Structured Problems
Uncertainty in dynamic environments
Ill defined goals often conflicting, vague or changing
Action/feedback cycles
Time pressure
High value at stake
Multiple decision makers and players
Organizational factors (such as goal, norms and culture)

These eight factors are not always present in every natural setting but are most prominent factors
characterizing natural environment from controlled environment (for detail, see [4]). In
Naturalistic decision making, no comparison is carried out between alternatives, even not
between two alternatives. First choice that looks reasonable is selected. The focus is on applying
first applicable solution rather than looking for the best one [7]. This is based on principle of
sufficiency rather than completeness [7].
Three basic principles underlie naturalistic approach [8]:
1. People make decisions in sequential holistic manner by comparing solution with
predetermine criteria rather than comparing competitive alternatives against multiple
dimensions.
2. Decision makers use recognition based processes to check generated option to their
knowledge and experience they got in the past.
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3. Decision makers strive for sufficiency rather than achieving best solution. This leads to
generate a solution and to ensure that it would solve the problem. Focus is on a solution
as real world demands quick and appropriate response rather than thorough but delayed
response.
Contrary to three assumptions made in normative decision making, following three assumptions
are applicable to naturalistic approach as suggested by [2, page 5]:
1. Decision making is not considered standalone and identifiable event. It represents a
choice made after the fact. Tracing back identifies time and choice made by decision and
also visualizes other possibilities
2. Decision making is not making selection among alternatives. Decision often requires
action to implement it.
3. Decision making is not necessarily bound to time.
This is more intuitive way of decision making rather than in systematic analytical manner
(normative) [7]. It depends on capabilities and experience of decision maker. Having more
experience results in better performance as the decision maker often found situation that match to
some situation s/he already faced. It depends on experience of decision maker and assumes that
first choice made by an experienced decision maker after analyzing the situation would be better
if not best. The solution generated first may be analyzed for outcome and if found inappropriate,
another solution can be generated [7]. This is much similar to trial and error approach where one
solution is generated and applied to problem. If error occurs, another solution is generated and
this process repeats until a solution is found.
There are several models proposed based on naturalistic approach. One of the most powerful and
widely used model of naturalistic decision making is RPD model.

2.2.3 Recognition Prime Decision (RPD) model
This model was proposed by Dr. Gary Klein with colleagues in 1985 [9], [10]. Dr. Klein was
studying about how people actually make decision [9]. For studying complex dynamic
environment with ill-define objectives and lack of knowledge, Dr Klein selected Fire fighting as
suitable domain. Fire fighting involves all the complex dynamic characteristics and involves
critical decision making to stop spreading the fire. Dr. Klein started research assuming firefighters use normative and rational way of decision making. They assess the situation, generate
possible solutions, compare them to choose the optimal one and execute that solution. However,
perception couldn‟t be further from the truth as their way of decision making was completely
different. Dr. Klein called this new model as Recognition Prime Decision (RPD) model [9]. For
more detail about Dr. Klein‟s research, one can read his book with the title “Sources of Power:
How People Make Decisions”.
RPD model explain how people actually make decisions quickly in complex situation in the real
world [10]. It can be fire-fighting chief stopping forest fire to spread across houses or a military
7
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commander in battle field fighting against the enemy. These and other situations demand quick
and measured response. RPD model is a model for naturalistic decision making. RPD fulfills
four basic characteristics of naturalistic decision making [11]:
1.
2.
3.
4.

It focuses on experience of decision makers facing complex situation.
It focuses on consequence for actions taken.
It attempt to describe COA rather than prescribing details.
It ensures situation awareness and problem solving in decision making process.

It describes how actually a decision maker can use experience to make appropriate decisions
without the need to compare different alternatives [11]. Decision maker generate a solution,
imagine its execution and outcome of its execution, decide to continue or generate another
solution if the first one would not work. First working solution will be selected and experience of
decision maker plays a big role in this process. Experienced decision maker would often
situations mapping to some previous scenarios and thus enables repetition of previous course of
actions. On the other side, inexperienced decision maker may find it difficult to visualize the
execution and outcome of execution of a solution.
One important aspect is unawareness of decision makers of this model when carrying decision
making. Decision makers consider it a normal way of decision making. Sometimes, the situation
they faced is typical to some situation they already faced. In this case, they recall all data
associated with that situation and how they tackled at that time. This includes detail of the
situation, their measures, outcome of measures‟ execution and any other important information
stored in brain about the situation. If not typical, they generate a single option based on
experience and their intuition. This is the way people carry decision making in practical
situations [9]. In case of similar situations, extra step is carried out to evaluate resemblance of
previous situation to currently encountered situation [9]. This resemblance determines how
effective the previous solution will be. Some modifications may be made in solution to tackle
new or modified details of current scenario.
Figure 1 shows a basic description of how RPD model works. It starts with monitoring of current
situation to gather maximum data to process it further. Then decision maker decide whether the
situation faced is somewhat similar to some earlier encounter. This processing is quite fast as
human brain has excellent capability to resemble situations. If the situation is found typical, data
about the typical situation is gathered and then evaluated to check the level of resemblance
among two situations. This evaluation may result in some modifications to accommodate new or
modified characteristics of current situation. If the situation is new, one possible solution is
generated to tackle it. Generation speed and quality of solution depends upon decision maker‟s
knowledge, training and experience [9], [10]. Often, decision maker simulate execution of
solution before actually executing it. If the solution proves working, the execution of solution is
carried out.
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Collect relevant data from the
environment

Determine whether situation
is typical

Typical

new

Generate one
solution

Recall data:
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Goals
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No
Simulate solution &
execution
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resemblance and do
required
modifications

Will it
work?

Yes

Continue with
solution execution

Figure 1: RPD model: a basic illustration
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2.2.4 Decision Failures
Decision making can fail for variety of reasons. Some of them mentioned by [2] are:







Wrong timing: Decision was made wither too early when too little information is
available or too late when there is no usage of it.
Decision made too quickly: Making decision quickly result in often wrong or nonoptimal decisions. Due to quickness, all alternatives may not be evaluated; estimation
may be carried out in a hurry or time is saved by eliminating some steps.
Decision targeted wrong objects: As decision focused on wrong alternative; so correct
option is missed and neglected. This is disastrous as even thoroughness in process will be
in vain as initial choice made was wrong.
Decision made out of order: Decision making is not a single step, but rather a set of
steps need to be executed in order to reach at final outcome. This ordering may impose
strict restrictions in the form of pre and post conditions.

2.2.5 Which one is better? Normative or Naturalistic
Passing a verdict on which approach is better should be avoided. Each approach has advantages
and disadvantages and can be applied to different situations for different purposes. Decision
making is forming as more towards answering “how to do” rather than “what to do” [2].
Normative is systematic and thus can be applied in situations where decision making is not
required in real time. Such situations are planning before military actions [7], planning for rescue
operations etc. In these situations, more information is often available and thorough analysis can
be conducted to select best course of action.
Naturalistic approach is more appropriate for complex situation demanding real time response
with unforeseen circumstances [7]. Moreover it is more suitable with experienced decision
makers as it takes optimal usage of their experience. Situation like military strikes, aviation, and
rescue operations are more suitable for naturalistic decision making.
Figure 2 (taken from [12]) shows comparison of two approaches: analytical (normative) and
Recognitional (naturalistic). Both have their strengths and weaknesses and no technique proves
super-felicitous.

Figure 2: Comparison of analytical and natural strategies, source: [12]
10
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The comparison shows that two approaches are quite different. Merits of rational approach are
demerits of natural approach and vice-versa. However, the two approaches are not
complementary [12] and it is often desirable to combine both approaches to have “Best of both
worlds”. Unfortunately, this combination is not yet decided upon by industry practitioners. [12]
suggests some strategies for composition of analytical and natural decision making.

2.3 OODA Family
Observe, Orient, Decide, Act provides simple and valid representation of decision cycle in
command and control (C2) world [2]. It was proposed by John Boyd [13] to model the decision
cycle of military personnel. It was developed to understand why American fighter pilots
overtook their enemies at the Korean War [14].

2.3.1 Basic OODA Loop
The basic OODA loop iterates the four basic activities in sequence like Observer -> Orient ->
Decide -> Act -> Observe -> Orient -> … (see Figure 3)

Orient

Observe

OODA loop

Decide

Act

Figure 3: classical OODA loop
The four processes of OODA loop are as follows:
Observe: This involves collection of data from the surrounding environment by all means. This
is information gathering process where information is collected from all available sources to
process it further. This involves sensing environment and adversaries movements.
Orient: After gathering information the orientation starts. This involves analysis and linking of
gathered information to form mental state which is required to decide. Orientation is used in
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broader prospective and not merely to orient physically [14]. Data gathered in first stage need to
be processed, analyzed and linked together to form useful meanings. This stage finishes with
forming state of mind on the basis of analysis carried out to be ready to make decisions.
Decide: Actual decision is carried out by deciding course of actions that will be carried out. This
course of action is result of current mental state of decision maker.
Act: Actual implementation of course of actions decided. After the execution of course of
actions, the observation may start to react to new state formed after the first OODA cycle.
Boyd refined his previous model to make it a model for explaining winning and losing [14].
Figure 4 (taken from [14]) shows modified OODA loop that explain the four processes in more
detail. It introduces number of feedback loops in the OODA loop to overcome sequential
problem associated with classical OODA loop model.

Figure 4: The modified OODA loop. (Source: [14])
The argument was that if your decision cycle is faster than your enemy‟s decision cycle, then
you can outperform your enemy. Executing OODA loop faster and better supersedes your
enemy‟s strategic thinking. OODA loop takes into account uncertainty and time constraint in
decision making process. Ultimate objective is to reduce uncertainty associated with the situation
with in the imposed time constraints to select the best possible course of action [2].

2.3.2 Dynamic OODA (DOODA)
The critics of OODA loop always raised concerns over its simplistic representation of C2
decision making [2]. It abstracts details making it impossible to design decision support systems
from its descriptions. Furthermore, results or effects of ACT stage are not modeled in the loop
and thus misses one important element of the process [15]. Moreover, it loops four activities in
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sequential order which is not appropriate as it looping and iterations among activities are not
represented [2]. It represents decision making as reactive process eliminating possibility for
initiative [6]. To overcome these problems, various alternatives of OODA loop were proposed by
researchers.
Brehmer proposed Dynamic-OODA (DOODA) loops to overcome problems associated with
classic OODA loop [6]. Dynamic OODA is able to represent delays in the process, represent C2
system with its execution environment and can explain C2 system at design level by taking the
C2 design process as
Purpose (Why?) -> Functions (What?) -> Form (How?) [15]
Purpose of C2 system is to guide commander to What kind of resources should be used at What
time and at What Place?
Functions are broader conditions that are fulfilled to meet the purpose [16]. It describes what
needs to be done to serve the intended purpose but not how [15].
Form constitutes of processes, procedures and systems that are necessary to fulfill functions
[16]. It describes functions in concrete form. There can be more than one form realization of
function [15] and thus for C2 systems with same purpose and functions, Form may vary as „there
can be more than one way of achieving the same function‟.
Designing of C2 system starts from the functions as it describes what need to be fulfilled by the
commander. It leads towards the form that describes how it can be achieved.
DOODA represents C2 system as element in the military model [15]. These results in
representation of C2 system in its execution environment on broader level (see Figure 5).
Three main types of DOODA loop are Function DOODA (basic DOODA), Product DOODA
and Process DOODA loop [15].
Functional-DOODA (F-DOODA) explains the C2 system as set of functions carried out to
decision making for C2 operations.
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Figure 5: Dynamic OODA (DOODA loop) (reproduced from [15])
ences

2.4 FRAM
FRAM stands for Functional Resonance Accident Model (FRAM). It represents and describes
system by the functionality they perform rather than their structure. This looks subtle at first, but
the functional description allows describing non-linear dependencies and variations among the
system module [6]. Moreover, this description is more understandable as it describes the system
by what it does rather than how it is built. The functional description requires complete
understanding of the system to identify different functional entities and their inter-relationships.
FRAM describes the system by identifying the functions it performs. After identification of
functions, it determines six aspects associated with each function.
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Figure 6: Hexagonal description of function and its aspects (Hollnagel, [17])
Figure 6 shows the function hexagonal representation and six aspects associated with each
function description. Six aspects are [17]:
1. Input (I): It represents, what is required to perform the function. It can be used to link
different functions as one function output can be input of other function and so on.
Function uses Input in its processing to either modify it or produce new output.
2. Output (O): It represents what function produces after its execution/processing. It can
also be used to link different functions with each other.
3. Resource (R): It represents what function requires to perform its functionality and to
produce output. It can e of many types and are represented separate from input (energy,
man power, telecom equipment).
4. Control (C): it represents, what impose constraints on the functionality performed by the
function. It can supervise the execution or restrict it.
5. Precondition (P): Conditions imposed by system that must be fulfilled before one can
execute the function [17] (For example: person must authenticate before performing
money withdrawal from bank)
6. Time (T): It represents, time required to perform the function. Almost all functions are
time-bounded. Although it is a resource, but it is represented separately.
As FRAM representation focuses on individual function entities, so overall system structure can
be derived by connections among functions [17].

2.4.1 FRAM based analysis
FRAM based analysis consists of following 4 steps [17]:
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1. Identification and characterization of functions in a system. Functional description of the
system is often used to decompose a system into different functional units. This step
requires complete understanding of the system‟s functionality.
2. For each function identified in first step, potential for variability is determined. Functions
can be categorized on their level of variability as [17] provide following classification:
a. Adequate
b. Inadequate
c. Unpredictable
3. Identify potential for functional resonance based on dependencies among functions [17].
This happens when two or more functions with variability interact with each other. This
may result in incorrect or completely skipped functionality.
4. Last step is to identify and provide barriers for variability. For each function‟s variability,
it is necessary to find barriers that can either prevent failures or mitigate their impact on
the system [17].

2.5 Teamwork & Team Performance
2.5.1 Definition of Team
Team is defined as
“A distinguishable set of two or more people who interact, dynamically, interdependently, and
adaptively toward a common and valued goal/objective/mission, who have each been assigned
specific roles or functions to perform, and who have a limited span of membership [18]”

2.5.2 Team vs Group
For collection of people, “team” and “group” terminologies are often used interchangeably.
However, these is subtle difference between the two. Group refers to a collection of homogenous
and interchangeable people [4]. However team is characterized by their differentiation but
interdependence and teamwork [4]. As described by Klein, team characteristics include [4]:








Two or more individual
Two or more Information sources
Coordination among team members with some interdependence
Adaptive management of internal sources
Common goals
Roles and responsibilities
Relevant knowledge about assigned tasks

In team, members have different roles and responsibilities and often possess specialized
knowledge and skills to perform assigned tasks. However, every task requires coordination
among team members to assemble individual work into single output. This is referred to as
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teamwork. The granularity of decision making can vary from team to team but decisions are
always part of larger activity in which team is involved [4].

2.5.3 Team performance
Team performance is measured on different dimension with different focuses. No matter on what
dimension it is measure, Situation awareness is an important factor contributing to team
performance. Team with superior situation awareness perform better that the rest. Different
models are proposed to measure team performance. Some models measure team performance
solely on the outcome achieved by teamwork means How effectively they achieved the common
goal. Some models consider team processes rather than outcome and some consider both
outcome and process [19].
Team performance less depend on individual work and more on how they formed in a team to
achieve shared goals. In effective team, members share information with each other and help
other team members in case of any problem. Another model describes team performance with
regards to team organizational structure [19]. Many models measure team performance on
individual, team and organizational level [19].
In book [4], Klein argues that measures for team performance differ in laboratory environment
that natural setting. Laborary environment involves rationality, consistency; optimality and
efficiency are more relevant [4]. However, in natural settings there is no rationality and
optimization (see RPD model) and decisions carried out by decision maker reflect team
performance.
Team decision making can go wrong in many ways. Some identified by [4] are:







Opinion of majority ruled out rational decision of minority and thus makes wrong
decision collectively. This is referred to as groupthink [4].
False sense of knowing other‟s goals and opinions
Social pressures due to communication hindrances among team often results in wrong
decision
Rational decision‟ rejection by authoritative person in a team. In this way one man‟s
wrong choice results in failure of team.
Lack of situation awareness and wrong situation assessment
Organizational policies often pose unnecessary pressure on team or decision makers to
perform.
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2.6 Situational Awareness (SA)
Situational Awareness (SA) is coined in 80s by researchers and is in research debates nowadays
for military operations. Situational awareness and situation awareness, (SA), is used in literature
arbitrarily and choice made by any researcher to use any specific one is purely arbitrary. We will
use situational awareness in our report as convention for consistency and better understanding.
Knowledge is often associated with measurement and numerical representation, As said by
Willian Thomson: If you can measure something and can express it in numbers, you know
something about it; but when you cannot measure and express it in numbers, you don‟t have
knowledge or it is unsatisfactory.
SA is explained in different and often conflicting manner. Context dependent definitions of SA
are evolving for avionics, military, Command and control and fire-fighting domains. This is
much like six blind man and elephant dilemma where every blind man got hold of some part of
elephant and explains elephant on the basis of that part [20]. Although no one was fully wrong
but they all were giving partial truth. Some more generally applicable definitions given by [21]
are:
“Being aware of what is going on [21]”
Another definition is
“SA […] is to know what is going on in the past, present and the future [21]”
Above mentioned definitions explain SA in more general way. Endsley [22] define situation
awareness as information having some meaning for the person. There may be some part of
information found most relevant to the concerned authority. So, situation awareness ultimately
results in different outputs based on different information perspectives. More domain specific
definition are available that elicit SA from that particular domain perspective. No matter what
domain SA is applied, its importance in decision making and performance remain constant [22].
SA can be part of linear as well as circular model [21]. Linear model is having specified
beginning and end and information often goes unexplained. On contrary in circular model,
information does not leave and it keeps rotating in model but remains unexplained. Moreover,
deciding point to quit looping is difficult and no hard guidelines exist for this. Both models have
their pros and cons and on model can be regarded as superior on the other model [21].

2.6.1 Levels of SA
SA is explained by different models. One model is HF where it categorizes SA at three levels
[21].


Level 1: information and situation is observed and perceived by collecting data from the
environment. Every source of information used for gathering information (Ears, Nose,
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Eyes, and Sensors etc.) has unique characteristics and thus every source of information
has reliability estimate [22].
Level 2: comprehension of collected information is made with the goals of mission. This
involves relating gathered data to get information and to determine how it relates to goals
[22].
Level 3: is highest level and prediction is carried out about the future events on the basis
of analysis carried out in level 2 [21]. Having knowledge of how information obtained
from raw data relates to goals, enables predicting future outcomes [22]. Level 3 provides
valuable information for decision making where quick and appropriate response is
desired.

SA is carried out at all three levels. These levels are interrelated and inability to perform level 1
will result in an impact on outcomes of subsequent high order levels (i.e. level 2 & 3). However,
the relationship among levels is not linear and levels 2 & 3 could affect information perceiving
process at level 1 [21]. One important but often neglected consideration is that errors could occur
at any level of SA and they affect the overall output of SA for decision making. Having wrong or
erroneous information for decision making would yield in wrong COA (course of actions).
Time and dynamic nature of real world situation affects SA capabilities [22]. Time is an
important part of SA as information gathered is processes with its time information. Time can
affect SA in many ways. Subjects are interested in knowing the amount of time they have for
making a choice and how much time will it take to overcome problems. Besides time
information, dynamic nature of some situations affects SA. Information in some situations
changes dramatically and gathered information soon become outdated. Decision makers need to
predict future considering the ratio of changing information used for decision making [22].
SA is often subdivided into sub-SA level components for measurement rather than measuring SA
directly. Such five components identified by [21] are 1) Attention, 2) Perception, 3) Memory, 4)
Interpretation and 5) Prediction. These components help to explain SA by relating it to other
human life processes.

2.6.2 High SA
As SA is about knowledge of situation so it‟s intuitive that having no knowledge of situation is
called absence of SA. To understand different flavors of SA, one must have understanding of
relative awareness and awareness of relative awareness.
“Relative awareness is a combination of actual awareness and required awareness [21]”. If actual
awareness is not up-to required awareness this ultimately affects performance and it is treated as
lack of SA [21]. Whereas awareness of relative awareness is difference between user perception
of awareness and the actual relative awareness level. This sounds bizarre but can be best
understood by the following table (Table 1).
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Relative awareness

Awareness of relative awareness
Low
High
Low

-

+

High

-

-

Table 1: Relationship between relative awareness and awareness of relative awareness [21]
Table 1 shows the relationship among relative awareness and awareness of relative awareness.
As obvious by table 1, High SA can only be achieve when following two conditions met:
1. There is high relative SA which is possible when actual awareness is greater than
required awareness.
2. Person is aware that he/she has high relative awareness.
As define, “high SA is when someone is fully aware of a high relative awareness [21]”.

2.6.3 Low SA
Low SA exists if the person does not know that it has high relative awareness when in-fact he
has high relative awareness [21]. In similar manner, when someone thinks that his awareness
level is high when the relative awareness level is low [21]. These both conditions results from
mismatch between his perception of relative awareness level and actual relative awareness level.

2.7 Theory Summary
To sum up, teams operating in emergency situations need to make decisions quickly by
analyzing situations and should work as a team removing impediments in teamwork. Granularity
of details may vary about approach towards decision making and team work but at abstract level,
these all theories apply to C2 environment teamwork. We will discuss their application in other
chapters.
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3 C3 Fire
3.1 Introduction
C3fire is a computer based simulation system which lies under the umbrella of Control
Command and Communication systems. C3fire aims to simulate the emergency condition
specifically in the domain of forest fire fighting, using the micro world concept. It is able to map
the real world emergency conditions to a computer based micro world scenario.
The basic goal of the C3fire simulation environment is to be used for training purpose. It helps
the emergency management organization to create a well structured, complex and dynamic
environment for their respective employee, so that they can use and get familiar with the
problematic situations. The basic underlaying idea behind C3fire is another micro world
simulation system named as D3fire. The D3fire was designed for experimental studies of
distributed decision making in a complex and dynamic environment [10]. The C3fire is designed
in such a way that the important characteristics of the real world problems in the forest fire
fighting is selected and is mapped on a controlled computer based microworld simulation
environment, so that the emergency tasks encountered by the people in the real life should be
tackled successfully [10].
In this section we will cover different aspects of C3fire from the theoretical point of view right
from Overview till the System and User Interface design. This section is divided in four major
phases. In the first phase we have discussed some of the key terminologies of the C3fire
simulation envoirement. In the second phase we have discussed the training and its respective
goals in the C3fire envoirement. In the third phase we have discussed the Simulation
environment of the C3fire microworld system and in the last phase we have discussed the
System and UI design of theC3fire system respectively.
Our main focus in this section would be on the two key areas of the C3fire simulation system
they are Logistics and Coordination performed in the simulation environment.

3.2 Overview
C3fire is a microworld computer based simulation system. It is used to simulate the emergency
management and its respective scenarios to perform experiment and observe its respective results
[23, 24]. The aim behind the C3fire simulation environment is that, this is a micro world
simulation system which provides a task environment for emergency management teams [23].
The C3fire simulation system has been created to meet some of its respective targets within the
microworld. For instance to evaluate the information flow created by simulated agents, support
training and Situation awareness [23] in emergency management organization.
The initiative of developing C3fire was taken to introduce a micro world simulation tool which
provides collaboration training and control output of co-operation and coordination in a dynamic
environment [24]. The area on which C3fire focuses is the forest fire emergency management
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situation [23]. The C3fire is also visualized as Control, Command, Communication experimental
simulation enforcement for forest fire fighting domain [25]. The C3fire simulation environment
is originally based on D3fire microworld simulation environment. The D3fire is also one of the
microworld simulation system which helps in studying the distributed decision making in a
dynamic environment [23].
C3fire is used for creating real world scenarios on a microworld training tool used by fire
fighting organization, for controlling and commanding different teams and its respective units
[25]. The C3fire simulation environment contains forest fire with different kind of vegetation,
houses, persons and firefighting units. The people who are running the system are the part of the
emergency management organization. The C3fire microworld is divided in two parts one is the
trainee that is to be trained and the second is the staff/commander. The prime responsibility of
staff / commander is to take a detailed view of the bigger picture and understands the situation
then coordinate and communicate with the fire fighting units so that the fire fight units can able
to get control of the fire and can able to save the houses and other available objects in the
simulation environment [24], [26]. The communication with the fire fighting units in the c3fire
micro world is performed in two ways first is the email option and second is the manual diary
[23].
The complete control flow of the C3fire simulation environment moves in such a way that the
fire fighting units are controlled by the fire fighting unit chiefs (real human) and the fire fighting
unit chief gets the information from the staff/commander, the training manager which provides
the unit chief a bigger picture about the situation and train, instruct and facilitate them while
performing the training sessions in the simulation environment [24], [25]. C3fire simulation
environment is playing a vital role in creating a complex, small, real world and dynamic
environment that is very useful for the for the emergency treatment organization. It is also
considered as one of the best tools used for training and practice purposes.
Our prime focus in this thesis report is on the two key areas of the C3fire simulation system.
They are Logistics and Coordination. These two modules of the simulations environment are
considered to be very important for any emergency management organization.

Figure 7: The C3Fire Environment [27]
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In the next section we will discuss some of the key terminologies that are used in the C3fire
simulation environment. They are like Micro world, Command and Control System, Distributed
Decision Making etc. First I will discuss the following.

3.2.1 MicroWorld
The microworld simulation systems are defined as computer based systems that are used for
experimental, training and practice purposes. Its aim is to reflect the computer based real world
scenarios, which is not possible to be created for experimental purposes in a real world. The
micro world simulations are used to create the real situation on a computer to facilitate and learn
about the advantages and the respective impact of the scenarios with respect to the real world
situation.
The C3fire simulation environment contains a task environment. The task environment creates
time scales, fire fighting unit chief and a distributed decision making environment [26]. One of
the major problems that were discovered in C3fire micro world was to define and discover the
scenarios for the available task environment [23]. The problem arose during the design, that what
kind of real world scenarios should be created by the C3fire microworld simulation system [23].
The set of steps are followed to create a real world situation in the micro world they are like first
high level definition is being presented to understand the goal of the situation then the high level
description is translated into detail description on the basis of computer simulated data [24]. To
detect and define the real world scenarios are really very important for the training staff that is
responsible for defining and executing the training sessions [23]. Next we will discuss the
Control and Command System.
3.2.2 Command and Control Systems
This is defined as facilities provided to concerned authorities for planning, monitoring and
controlling operations of the assigned task or provided mission. These systems are considered to
be in a place where decisions are to be made containing men and machine that constitute a
system [6]. The definitions of command and control varies allot to many authors because no
consensus has being made on a particular definition of command and control systems, further
more the command and control systems are under continuous development and researchers are
trying to improve command and control systems in various dimension for the expect rising
problems in the upcoming years [6]. Now moving forward we will be discuss the role of
emergency management in the C3fire simulation environment

3.2.3 Emergency Management
This is defined as the set of steps that are taken to overcome any emergency conditions. The
computer based emergency management systems like forest fire fighting, earth quakes etc are
considered to be social dynamic systems [23]. The properties of dynamic systems are that they
are complex and are based on some hierarchical organization [1].
The emergency management system like C3fire contains target system, controlling system and
its respective staff [25]. The target system can be explained as a system that is the prime target of
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an emergency management organization. As in forest fire fighting system, fire is considered to
be the target system for the organization [23]. Controlling can be describe as the system that is
used for controlling the targeted system for instance in fire extinguishing task the trucks, fire
fighting units etc are considered to be the controlling system of this domain [23][25]. The staff is
the third module that is involved in the emergency management system. Its primary task is to
command and control and observes the situation and coordinates with its sub-ordinates and
transmits orders [25]. This should be clear at this point that the staff is contributing as an
decision maker and is not involved directly on the targeted system [23], [6].
Now we will discuss one of the key areas of emergency management system that is Situation
awareness emergency environment.
Situation Awareness
It can be defined as the understanding of the embodiment with respect to time, space and
comprehension [29]. The situation awareness is very important for the decision makers in
complex and rapidly changing domain [29]. Situation awareness is more into what events are
happening around and keeping that in mind what actions one should take and what would be its
respective impact on oneself in the current situation and the near future [29]. The situation
awareness is being taken into account mostly in a sense that what information is important for
the upcoming job to be completed successfully [22]. In most of the situations the concept of SA
is used in the operational conditions [23]. It is important for SA to be mentioned here that the
relevant piece of information should be at hand that is related to the task targeted to be archived
[22].
Nowadays poor situation awareness is considered to be the primary factor in the accidents
attributed by the human errors [29]. SA is considered to be very important where the flow of the
information is very high and rapidly changing. It is also considered here that the poor decision
making can lead towards the disaster consequences [29]. It is true for the situation awareness that
the information it carries should be latest and updated up to the minute [29]. SA is vital where
technological and situational complexity with respect to the human decision making is involved
[29]. SA is now considered to be a critical factor for a successful foundation of the complex and
dynamic systems [6, 29].
Now we will discuss the second phase of the C3fire micro world simulation environment.
Training and its respective goals are the prime focus of this phase.

3.3 Training
3.3.1 Training Goals
The training goal is defined as a concise statement that explains the target of any task or activity
[31]. The aim of the training with respect of an emergency system like C3fire is to make the
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trainees aware of the system so that they can have more detailed and up to date information
about their respective tasks [27].
On the other hand training are also beneficial especially in an emergency management
environment so that when ever such kind of situation arises the trained people responded to it in
a concise, quick and optimism way. The emergency management system like C3fire comes
under the shed of complex and dynamic systems. The training goals of dynamic and complex
systems are controlled by communication, coordination and distributed decision making. In the
training sessions the dynamic and unpredictable behavior of the complex systems is hard to
manage due to its rapidly changing nature.
The training sessions of an emergency management organization is mostly done on the basis of
theoretical knowledge or the past practical experiences [27]. The theoretical knowledge can be
gained from different books or different case studies but on the other hand the practical expertise
can be grasped by actually going through the same situation in a real world, so by doing this, one
should have a clear and exact idea that what happens in the real life scenario and what are the
respective advantages and its shortcomings. The training goals are more elaborated from an
example [27] of C3fire microworld simulation environment. Four key elements are involved in
the training goals of C3fire simulation system they are named as targeted system, controlling
system, tactical reasoning and work situation [27]. Moving forward we will discuss another key
element in the emergency management organization i.e. decision making and its involvement in
C3fire.

3.3.2 Decision Making
The term decision making comes under the umbrella of the Decision making theory. There are
ample different ways to classify the decision making in theories. The decision making is more
concerned with the set of calculated and analyzed steps that are taken to fulfill the task or
provide a result in a better and optimized way [32]. Making the right decision at the right time is
the key to success in a Command and Control system as like C3fire simulation environment [7].
In command and control systems the impact of time and unexpected behavior of the situation has
great impact in decision making, but on the other hand if we increase our knowledge about the
situation in particular so there are very bright chances that we can take an appropriate decision
and as the knowledge increases the effectiveness will automatically increased [7].
Decision making plays a vital role is C3fire micro world simulation environment as it is a
complex and dynamic system suppose we have four fire fighting units and a staff and a
commander in a simulation setting. The commander and the staff are only giving orders to the
four fire fighting units [27]. One is saving life human lives, two of the fire fighters are busy in
saving important objects in the simulation and one is busy in extinguishing fire. The staff has the
geographical maps through which he analyze and transmits orders to the fire fighting units like
they communicates that in the north is the fire or on the west is the fire or important objects are
being placed that should be saved [27]. The aim of the staff that is transmitting orders to the fire
fighting units is to handle the situation and prioritize things and do a risk analysis to decide what
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is critical and what not [25] are. One thing is important to mention here is that the staff is also
responsible for the future critical situations for instance the fire is spreading towards north and
after some distance in the north are the houses and valuable objects so this is the prime
responsibility of a staff that they should transmit the orders to cover the northern part first
because in the near future valuable objects would come under fire [24], [27]. The key
responsibility of the staff is to keep any eye on the greater picture of the emergency situation and
transmit useful and accurate information to the fire fighting units. The complete process defined
above has involved allot of critical decision making throughout the sessions.
As in the above section we have discuss the element of decision making but now in the following
section we will be discussing the element of distributed decision making and its involvement in a
complex, dynamic and rapidly changing environment like of C3fire.

3.3.3 Distributed Decision Making
Distributed decision making is defined as taking the up to date information from distributed
resources placed in different environment and take decisions which is dependent of other factors
as well. From the past few years the distributed decision making is facing noticeable problems of
sharing information from different distributed sources [34].
The aim of the distributed decision making is to analyze the relevant, accurate and up to-date
information to take decisions based on distributed objects and to take a detailed insight of the
situation to see and decide the best possible alternatives for the targeted situation [34]. As
distributed decision making is widely involved in the C3fire fighting microworld [25]. In the
emergency environment the decision making is distributed on the different actors involved in the
C3fire simulation [25]. In an emergency organization roles and responsibilities are divided in a
hierarchy system [23]. The schedule of the decision makers are different the other staff of the
organization. It is the prime responsibility of a decision maker to take strategic, beneficial,
optimum decisions for the provided situation in a distributed environment [25].
Distributed Decision making helps in understanding and communicating shared targets and their
respective goals. In distributed decision making the co-operating actors have their own
respective roles, tasks, and access to the items of information that help them in the decision
making process [25]. Furthermore we will be discussing the area of forest fire fighting in C3fire
and then its training, specific to the C3fire simulation environment.

3.3.4 Forest Fire Fighting Domain
The fire fighting region in the C3fire simulation environment holds the critical information that a
staff/Commander of a fire fighting emergency organization should have so that he can able to
control and extinguish the fire successfully [27].
The forest fire fighting domain knowledge is based on theoretical studies and experiments done
on this C3fire Control and Command System [25]. The forest fire-fighting administration is
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highly dependent on some of the”„Skogsbrand‟ Erlandsson (1990), „Fire in Forestry: Forest Fire
Behavior and Effects‟ Chandler (1983), and Internet-based www sites such as „Fire net‟ and
„Forest Protection Bureau, Florida, USA” [27]. In an emergency management domain like fire
fighting it is very important that the trainee should have some prior knowledge of the tactical
training system.
The issue that the training manager faces most of the time in this domain is that to define the
learning focus for the trainee and in parallel provides the task environment for it [24]. Some key
systems are involved in the domain of fire fighting, as they are Target system and controlling
system. The target system refers to a system that is having a prime focus of any emergency
management organizations activity. The key elements of forest fire fighting domain is the fire
itself and the environment in which it burns, on the other hand the staff at the emergency
management organization which transmits orders and they should have certain knowledge that
through which ways the fire fighting units can control the fire and can able to extinguish it [24],
[27].
The controlling system refers to a system which controls the targeted system. In C3fire
simulation environment the fire fighting domain consist of fire fighting trucks, water, fire
fighting persons/units etc [6]. The hierarchy fire fighting domain varies from organization to
organization. In most of the organizations there are three level hierarchy that control moves in an
emergency condition. The top level is the Staff that is having the full picture of the environment
and it transmit the orders, the second are Units Chiefs in the hierarchy that directly controls the
fire fighting units on ground and the third are the fire fighting units that actually fights the fire
and extinguish it [27].

Figure 8: A three level fire fighting organization [27]

3.3.5 Forest Fire fighting training in C3fire
As the name implies this area of C3fire deals with the work tasks and its respective training to
the respective people involved in the forest fire fighting domain. The training goals are aimed on
the basis of knowledge and literature found in this domain [27].
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The main objective of forest fire fighting training in C3fire is that the people like Staff, Unit
Chief and others that are involved in command and control of the system would able to transmit
orders to the firefighting ground units and should experience the real phenomena of emergency
situation of forest fire fighting in their own work.
The C3fire simulation environment is structured in such a way that the situation awareness
comes in the tactical reasoning process [27]. This domain area is critically focusing on the
trainee that he should know the characteristics of the fire, how it works, how it moves, its speed,
its direction and most importantly, how the fire fighting organization works in the practical
emergency situations [24]. The trainee should come up to the point and can realize the
relationship and its importance in the real world involvement in an emergency situation [27]. The
core strategies that are involved in this fire fighting simulation environment is briefing and
debriefing (For details [27]). In these strategies the discussion of teachers and the trainee is
highly involved after the end of every training session [35]. Most of discussion includes the tasks
and its respective experiences that are performed by the trainee. Furthermore this should be kept
in mind that discussion in the simulation environment makes the task easier in the real world
environment [25]. System is then considered as an experimental system for the forest freighting
domain, which have The C3fire simulation the properties of the real system and on the other
hand it also provides a well controlled, complex and dynamic system for the users [27]. One
thing is important to mention here is that the fire fighting training session of C3fire is categorized
on three knowledge areas first is the knowledge of the targeted system second is the knowledge
of the controlling system and the third is the knowledge of tactical system and the forest fire
fighting domain in C3fire is a gland of these three key knowledge areas.
Following is the third phase of the C3fire simulation environment, in which we will mainly focus
on the Simulation environment and the System User interface design of the simulation system.

3.4 Simulation Environment
3.4.1 Simulation
The C3fire simulation environment is based on LAN. It consists of client and server
methodology. The simulation is done on the server and the output of that is performed by the
client‟s computers [24]. The simulation in the C3fire is the combination of 40¤40 matrixes [25]
and it contains houses, schools, fire, vegetation, firefighting units and reconnaissance persons
[6]. None of the object or fire can spread outside the predefined matrix area [25]. Following are
some key elements that are present in the C3fire simulation environment they are as follows.

3.4.2 Wind Impact
There are few parameters in the C3fire simulation environment with respect to weather; wind is
one of them the wind speed and its direction can change the direction and speed of the fire. The
wind changes between fast and slow [25]. The parameter fast indicates that the wind will
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increase the speed of the fire in the same direction as in which the wind blows. The
parameter slow indicates that the wind will spread the fire slowly but in the same direction as in
which the wind is blowing [25]. It is important to mention this here that the properties of the
wind will remain the same all over the simulation and thought out the session [36].

3.4.3 Fire
The fire is appeared on the basis of defined simulation matrix. There should be one of the four
conditions of fire at a time as it can be burnt out, closeout, not burning and burning [25, 36].
Burn out means that the place has been burned out completely and now no more fire will
extinguish from that place. Close out means the fire has been fought out by the fire fighter and
has successfully able to close it out and safe the place. Burning simply indicates that currently
the fire is on. Not burning simply shows that in the current frame of time the fire is not burning
at that place. All the four states have its pre defined colors for representation in the simulation
environment [25].

3.4.4 Houses and Vegetation
In the C3fire simulation environment there are houses and vegetation. As there are different
types of trees in the vegetation as some burn fast and some of them burn slow [24, 25]. The
houses and school are there to make it sure that these areas are considered to be critical. In the
simulation environment the presence of that critical object make the situation more complex for
the fire fighters. They have to analyze and decide that which part of the houses and school they
should save and on the other hand they will also have to decide that which part of the forest they
have to leave while fire fighting in the simulation environment [23, 25].

3.4.5 Fire fighting Units
The fire fighting units are controlled by the real world human but in the simulation environment
we can say that the units are controlled by fire fighting unit chiefs [26]. The fire fighting units
can move all around the simulation environment. There are some pre defined states of fire
fighting units as like Nothing, Moving, Mobilizing, Firefighting and Demobilizing [25][27]

3.4.6 Aspects in C3fire Simulation
The C3fire simulation environment is designed on the layered architecture, as there are three
main aspects of simulation in C3fire [27]. The first is the geographical object aspect second is
the fire aspect and the third is the unit aspect [27]. All the three aspects of the C3fire simulation
system is dependent on the two dimension grid environment, this grid is 40x40 matrix and all the
aspects lies with in this area nothing lies outside this region [27]. All of the layers will be
discussed in this section with its respective level of detail.
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Figure 9: Fire fighting environment [27]

3.4.6.1 Geographical Aspects
The geographical object aspect is a blend of physical geographical objects present in the
simulation environment. The objects that are placed in this aspect are like vegetation, schools,
houses etc [27]. All the objects have different burning qualities with respect to time and speed
[27]. The geographical aspect makes the simulation environment dynamic and complex for the
staff to analyzed and decide which part of the forest area should be protected first.
On the other hand to extinguish the fire the emergency management organization should have a
clear strategy in focus and have prioritized the objects with respect to its protection [27]. One
element of fire should be kept in the minds of decision makers that the speed and the quality of
the object that is to be burned [24].The example of geographical objects is as follows:

Figure 10: The Geographical Object Layer [27]
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Normal: Pine tree:

Birch tree:

Swamp:

House:

School:

3.4.6.2 Fire Aspects
The second layer is the fire layer, as it is already discussed that the simulation environment is in
a form of metrics so each block has it own fire and are commonly known fire. The initiation of
fire is defined by the people who designed the session configuration for a particular session [27].
There is a great impact of geographical layer, unit layer and wind simulation on the fire itself
[25]. There are five standard behavior of fire in the simulation setting they are as Fire, Close out,
Burn out, Fire break, Clear.
Fire
It is an active state of fire; it refers when the fire is on and is burning. The fire is only controlled
if the fire fighter fights and extinguishes it.
Close out
This state of fire refers to that the fire is successfully extinguished and the area has been saved. It
is important to mention here that the area which is closed out successfully cannot have the fire
again on it.
Burn Out
This state of fire refers to that the area has been burn out and the fire fighter is unable to save it.
The important property of burn out area is that, once the area is burn out so the fire cannot be
ignited on it again
Fire break
This fire break refers to that all the burnable fuels and other objects should be revoved so that
the area remains safe.
Clear
The state refers that the area is clean (not burning) and fire is not ignited on this area yet. In the
forest firefighting domain, the fire spreads in two different ways [23]. One is the horizontal and
the other is the vertical. The stopped the direction and all the respective details are handled in the
session configurations. Following diagram shows different states of fire as discussed above.
No fire:

Fire:

Fire closed out:

Fire burned out:
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Figure 11: The Fire layer and its different behaviors [27].

3.4.7 Unit Aspects
In the simulation envoirement the moving object that participate in the emergency management
situation is known as Unit objects and this unit aspect contains this unit objects [25]. As the unit
aspect is the third aspect and is directly connected to the geographical aspect. In the C3fire
envoirement there are five states of the fire fighting units they are as firefighting, Doing nothing,
Mobilizing, Demobilizing, Moving.
3.4.7.1 Firefighting
This state refers that the firefighter is currently standing and fighting on the place where fire is
ON. When the fire is burned out or closed out then the fire fighter moves its self towords the next
targeted location [27].
3.4.7.2 Doing nothing
This state refers to an static position for the fire fighting units.In this state the units are doing
nothing waiting for the session to start [25].
3.4.7.3 Mobilizing
This state refers to more like preparing for the forest fire fighting. In this state when the fire
fighter is ready with respect to his equipment it starts to fight the fire automatically [27].
3.4.7.4 Demobilzing
This state refers to that if the fire fire is ready with respect to its equipment and the user has
selected a new targeted location so the unit will start moving to words the new targeted location
[27].
3.4.7.5 Moving
The state simply refers that the fire fighting unit is moving on the map to a new location, it is
basically in a state of movement and reaches the intended position directed by the user and
automatically start fighting the fire [27].
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Unit‟s position:

Units intention:

Units intention selected:

Figure 12: Shows different states of units.

3.4.8 Logistics
Logistics is often defined in different perspectives. One definition applicable to our context is
that logistics is
“Handling an operation that involves providing labor and materials is supplied as needed [37]”.
Logistics requires both planning and execution and is largely reactive in its nature [38]. Role of
logistics is critical in Military situations and regular emergency situations. As defined above,
logistics is often associated with providing resources for carrying the operations/tasks to achieve
some objective. The resources can vary in detail and type but high-level grouping will not differ.
C2 in Logistics allows the person in charge to analyze requirements for logistics and
subsequently providing resources [39]. As pointed by [39], logistics can be planned at three
levels. These are
Strategic: It links economic power of organization to logistics operations.
Operational: It maps strategic strengths to logistic requirements to achieve desired goals for
operations [39].
Tactical: It provides coordination mechanism among functions that are required to meet
operational goals and objectives [39].
[39] defines 7 principles for logistics. These operations are not rigidly ordered and not
mandatory to be applied in every scenario but serves as guidelines for planning and executing
logistics operations. These seven Logistics objectives are:
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1. Responsiveness
This objective ensures right response given at the right time and in the right place.
Responsiveness is critical for effective system‟s operations.
2. Simplicity
Simplicity results in improved performance. Clear policies and detailed guidelines can help
achieve simplicity for operations.
3. Flexibility
It makes possible to adapt system to different conditions with little effort. Flexibility enables
responsiveness and is directly related to economy.
4. Economy
Achieving objectives with least possible cost incurred. With limited resources in place, some
level of prioritization and trade-offs need to be made.
5. Attainability
It determines and ensures lower limit of resources and services that must be provided to carry
operations.
6. Sustainability
Sustainability is to ensure logistics for all persons in the operations for the duration of
operation [39].
7. Survivability
It is ability to protect critical resources and operations from adversaries. Protection may
involve various techniques such as decentralization and physical security.
3.4.8.1 Logistics in C3Fire
There are several cognitive tasks involved in C3Fire environment primarily focused towards firefighting. However, the logistics is used in its narrow sense to point to the resources used in firefighting. These two resources are critical to carry primary task of simulation (i.e. fire-fighting).
In C3Fire micro-world simulation environment, logistics is concerned with two resources:
Water: It is required by a fire fighter truck to fight the fire.
Fuel: Every truck (no matter of what kind) consumes fuel when moving from one place to
another place (transportation).
C3Fire supports these two resources with the help of two separate modules that can be added to
any C3Fire installation dynamically. These two are:
3.4.8.2 Water Logistics module
The water logistics is by default disabled, resulting in unlimited water for firefighting without
any refill required for each truck. When enabled, it can be configured for water tank size, current
water quantity, and water refill speed for each truck. Moreover, it adds water truck to unit layer
that can provide water to fire fighting units.
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Figure 1 describes the process of fire-fighting when water logistic is enabled. As you can see in
figure 7, water is refilled before fighting fire if water tank is empty. This is because water is a
pre-requisite for fighting fire and without water; fire-fighter is unable to stop the fire.

Figure 13: Water-refill and fire-fighting priority [40].

3.4.8.3 Fuel Logistics module
The fuel logistics are default disabled, which results in unlimited fuel for each truck and no refill
is needed to move from one place to another. When enabled, it can be configured to fuel tank
size, current fuel quantity and fuel refill speed for each truck. Like water logistic, it adds fuel
truck to unit layer that can provide fuel to all other type of units.
Figure 2 describes fire fighting process when fuel logistics module is enabled. As you can see in
figure 8, fire fighting is given priority over fuel refill even fuel tank is empty. This is because fire
fighting does not require fuel and fuel is only required for movement.
In the following section we will discuss the key concepts of Monitoring and control,
Coordination and Analysis and how they are useful in the C3fire Simulation environment.

3.4.9 Coordination
Coordination has been defined as the process of “managing dependencies between activities”
“integrating or linking together different parts of an organization to accomplish a collective set of
tasks [33]”. Coordination plays a vital role in operating the high risk emergency environments. In
a dynamic and complex environment lot of work is dependent on the coordination of different
teams to make the work done in a reliable manner [33]. In linear system people communicate
and coordinate with one another on a predictable patterns and routine basis but on the other hand
in complex and dynamic systems like C3fire the people is facing unpredictable behaviors and
need constant improvements in the planned or desisting work schedules [33].
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Figure 14: Fuel-refill and fire-fighting priority [40]

For a better work planning and schedule in a complex environment smooth coordination and
communication is needed among the different groups of people whose work task are highly
interdependent on each other. There are three types of coordination modes [30] first are like
Impersonal mode it deals with plan, schedule, rules and procedures. The second type is personal
mode it deals with the face to face communication and the third type is the group mode it refers
to group meetings etc.
It is notice that the greater task interdependency leads to the greater coordination and increase in
task uncertainty lead to the greater personal and group types [30]. In C3fire all the three types of
coordination is used with respect to the situation.
The element of coordination and greater communication is very important in forest fire fighting
emergency situation. In C3fire environment there exists a three step hierarchy of coordination
and communication. At the top level there lies a commander/staff then if we drill down there
comes unit chief and at the third level there comes the actual fire fighting units that actually fire
fights and save different objects on the simulation environment. The communication and
coordination is very important between all the three levels of the simulation environment. The
top level commander have a broader picture about the situation and the orders are pass out from
the top level to the unit chiefs then the unit chiefs foreword the orders to the fire fighting units on
the basis of those orders that were given by the top level commanders, the fire fighting units can
also coordinate among each other while the session is in progress to make sure to save maximum
number of objects keeping in mind the limited recourses with respect to man power, fuel and
water.
It varies session to session that what level of coordination is needed to the people who is actually
running the system. In the next step we will discuss the Analysis Support that is built- in C3fire
simulation environirement.
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3.4.10 Monitoring and Control
Logistics is often defined in different perspectives. One definition applicable to our It can be
defined as the combined work analyzed and controlled in a professional team setting. In the
C3fire simulation environment monitoring is also used and is very important element in the
emergency situations. The purpose of monitoring and control is to improve the effective team
work, Information distribution, situation awareness and coordination and collaboration with in
the team [27].
The process of monitoring in C3fire simulation environment is that as the session starts the
C3fire system start making a log file which keeps on storing the information from the sessions.
The information might be coming from simulation about the events occurred in the simulation
environment. The monitoring of individual work is done by marks on GIS map but on the other
hand the team work is monitored by the email, diary and GIS communication respectively [26].
When the log information is saved on a central session server so then this log information can be
used in two ways like for Quantitative Analysis, Replay [27].
These areas will be discussed onwards in this section; figure 15 shows the pictorial
representation of Monitoring and Control system.

Figure 15: Monitoring and Control System In C3fire [27].
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3.4.10.1 Reply Feature
It is one of the most important features in the C3fire simulation environment which is based in
log file. The log file contains all the information of all the events occurred in a particular session,
so using the log information the manager can replay the simulation session [27].
The information in the log file is very detailed with respect to the events so the play-back feature
simulate the actives like events of fire fighting units, staff members etc [27]. The aim of replay
feature is that it is used for analysis and to identify important steps for the manager and the
trainee in the training environment [26].
In a manager‟s view the replay feature is used for debriefing purpose [27]. In the review and
analysis phase where the trainee come to know his potential areas and his respective short
comings so by using the play-back feature he can discuss and collaborate with the manager about
his respective training sessions. On the other hand the trainee should also get an idea that what
should he do in the future to make the session more successful in real world [26].
3.4.10.2 Quantitative Analysis
The quantitative analysis is done to categorized the log file information and performs some
measurements with respect to time, frequency and some other quantitative features [27]. The
information that is classified in this analysis is gathered from some of the monitoring features of
the C3fire like Mail, GIS, Diary and Map respectively. The quantitative analysis is done to
obtain some statistics and frequency data that help in analyzing the complex and dynamic session
[27]. Most importantly the firefighting analysis is also done thought this quantitative analysis
method for instance how much area is burned out or how much area is saved from fire and how
much object are lost during fire fighting etc [26].
Furthermore we will be discussing area of coordination and is importance in the C3fire
simulation environment.

3.4.11 Analysis Support

Analysis

Qualitative

Quantitative

Figure 16: Types of Analysis.

Analysis is defined as to look into some task in a controlled and critical way keeping in mind the
supportive facts and figures of a particular situation.
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The analysis is very important for the simulation environments whose aim is to train new people
and analyze the session and continuously improve it. The Analysis support is a key
element/feature that is supported in the C3fire environment.
There are two types of analysis they are qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis. Both of
them will be discussed in this section.
3.4.11.1 Quantitative Analysis
The quantitative analysis is based on some numeric values of different objects in C3fire. The
quantitative analysis is used to measure the individual and the collaborative work of the players
in the simulation environment [25].
The quantitative analysis in C3fire is done on the information gathered from the log file, GIS,
maps, diary and mail. The log file is a very detailed file; it contains each and every event that
occurs in the simulation session. With the help of log file the manager can do analysis of the
respective session and try to improve it.
On the other hand the information in the log file is also used to replay the session and help the
trainee to make better understanding of the simulation environment so that he or she can perform
up to satisfactory level in the real world environment. The quantitative information like statistics
and frequency details are also considered an important part of quantitative analysis in the C3fire
simulation environment.
3.4.11.2 Qualitative Analysis
In the C3fire Simulation environment the qualitative analysis is done in two ways, firstly using
the cameras in the simulation environment that how the people will react and perform their task
in the simulation environment and observe the tension and pressure while going through the
simulation session and then analyze these videos captured by the camera while the simulation
session was on.
The second way of qualitative analysis is by using the manager or any other observer that only
observes the players, how they are playing, their communication and their coordination among
each other as a team. It is really important in this scenario that the observer should be physically
present during the session in the simulation environment to analyze the approach of the players
and on the other hand to observe the feelings and emotions of the players during the simulation
session.
Now we will move forward toward the last phase, which is based on the System and the user
interface design of the C3fire simulation environment.
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3.5 System and UI Design
3.5.1 C3fire as an Application
C3fire has a very comprehensive, configuration based, complex and dynamic microworld
simulation environment. When we talk about the application itself the simulation runs at the
server and the output it provides runs at the clients. Once the simulation starts there comes an
option of three categories of the players first is the Manager, second is the Observer and third is
the actual player which actually plays in the simulation and contribute in extinguishing the fire
see figure 5.
There are three different ways to communicate with the team on the simulation environment
[35]. First is the Geographical Information system (GIS), second is the Dairy and the third way
of communication is through Electronic mail system [26], [35]. GIS can be operated manually
and can be easily shared among the other members of the team [35]. One should keep this in
mind that the players who run the system are also the part of the organization so can take
different type of roles as provided in the simulation as for instance Staff, fire fighting unit chief
etc [25].
The prime responsibility of the Staff is to visualize the whole situation and communicate with
the fire fighting units and assist them in extinguishing the fire and save different object placed on
the simulation environment [25]. The fire fighting unit chief coordinate with the staff,
firefighters and take the latest information from the staff and communicate that with the
firefighting units present on the simulation environment. All three different communication
mechanisms are used to facilitate the fire fighting units and the other team members of the
emergency management organization [35].
Following are some of the figures that do some pictorial representation of the application how
the application starts and portrays different options for the players.

3.5.2 How It works in C3Fire
The people in a team environment and the coordination between them play a vital role in the
success of any defined goal in a complex environment. In C3fire simulation environment there is
a step by step hierarchical system as in emergency management organization.
The C3fire consist of four levels of control layers and its respective authority. The C3fire
simulation layers are Control and Command staff, Emergency alarm center, Fire fighting unit
chief and Fire fighting ground units and external actors [27]. The control and command staff is
responsible to get the awareness of whole situation as quick as possible and take the information
from the unit chiefs and make them aware of the situation by transmitting the information
according to the up to-date information of the scenario, on the other hand the staff is consider as
the decision maker in the C3fire simulation environment [27].
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Figure 17: When the C3fire simulation server is started [27].

Figure 18: Option to select the Configuration [27].
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Figure 19: Option to select the type of player [27].

The basic purpose of the alarm center is to communicate with the staff through textual messages
and to take the information from one position higher in the emergency hierarchy [25]. The third
in the emergency hierarchy is the fire fighting ground chief, his aim is to control the units on
ground in the simulation environment and follow the instruction given by the staff which helps
then to extinguish fire [35]. The forth in the hierarchy is the fire fighting ground units, their
prime responsibility is to actually move on the simulation environment and to extinguish fire and
save optimism amount of area [6]. The last in the emergency hierarchy is the external factor.
This is defined as the actual people that are involved in the system and are actually controlling
the units in the simulation environment [27].
In the C3fire simulation environment the fire fighting unit chief and the staff are those who run
the system. It is very important to mention here that all the organization in the C3fire
environment is dependable on the configuration and structure made by humans. As the
simulation micro world is configuration based so a designer can varies everything in a particular
configuration like he can make a configuration that can contain from one player till twenty
players depends on the situation and the usage of the system [27]. The organizational hierarchy
of the C3fire simulation environment can be viewed in figure 13.
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Figure 20: The Organizational Hierarchy of C3fire in environment [27].

3.5.3 User Types
There are three different user types in the C3fire [25]. All the three user roles have its own views
and authentication rights in the simulation environment. The user roles are like Manager,
Observer, and Player. All the three user roles will be discussed in detail in this section.

3.5.4 Manager
The manager is responsible for creating the targeted scenario and on the other hand he is
responsible for meeting the training goals of a particular training session. The manager has the
maximum authority and views in the simulation environment.
The key responsibility of a manager is to train the trainee on a complex, dynamic and transparent
simulation environment so that the trainee becomes used to of the emergency situations in real
life environment. There are some key features in the simulation environment for the training
purpose that is controlled by the manager only; they are Session Control, Time Information,
Wind Information, Role Panel etc.
Session Control: It is simple control used in training session containing four different buttons as
Start, Stop, Cause, and Exit.

Figure 21: Snapshot of session control buttons.

Wind Control: It provies the wind information with respect to its direction.
Time Session: It gives the time information.
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Figure 22: Time GUI.

Role Panel: It contains ID name, role and Long name of a player.It also hold the state of every
player that weather the player is active or inactive.

3.5.5 Observer

Figure 23: Tabs GUI.

Observer is another user role in the C3fire Simulation environment. The observer contains three
different domains like Simulation map, Players Map and Fire chart. The observer cannot be
involved in the simulation session and only can observe and analyze the situation.
3.5.5.1 Simulation Map
This section gives the observer information about the simulation and its respective features like
Wind Speed, Time, Unit Info, and maps [27].
3.5.5.2 Player Maps
This section gives the observer some information to analyze about different features that an
observer can have under this tab. For instance Wind information, Time Info, Player, Pointer
Position, Map etc [27]. All the information about the features is based on the configuration made
for the session.
3.5.5.3 Fire Chart
It defines and gave information about the fire and its respective events based in the configuration
of the session. It contains features like Object Pallet, Wind information, Time Info, Player,
Pointer Position, Maps, Horizontal and vertical menus etc.
3.5.6 Player
It is the third type of user role. It contains different elements in the simulation environment like
object pallet, mail, dairy and map [27]. This is based on the configuration written for the session.
These elements are setup on individual needs of a trainee.
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Figure 24: The C3fire Player Interface.

3.5.6.1 Object Palette
This Palette gives the player the information about the different objects present in the simulation
environment. It contains houses, vegetation, schools and trees etc.

Figure 25: Object palette GUI.

3.5.6.2 Mail
The mail system is available in the simulation environment for the communication purpose
within the fire fighting team. It is based on textual communication mechanisms. In this mail
system every user knows while communication to whom they are communication to. This mail
system contains an interface through which a user can send or receive electronic mail with in the
session.
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Figure 26: Mail Panel - GUI.

3.5.6.3 Dairy
It is another way of communicarion. Its aims to support the work in the staff room and on the
other hand it is as simle as the actual diary [27].
3.5.6.4 Fire Palette
This palette is used to give the player the information about the states of the fire with respect to
its color.

Figure 27: Fire Palette - GUI.

Figure 28: User interface of C3fire simulation System.
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3.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we have discussed some of the key terminologies of C3fire which are specifically
related to fire fighting domain, moreover we have discussed the training and its respective goals
in C3fire. We have also focused on the simulation environment and the System and User
interface design of the C3fire simulation system with a prime focus on logistics and Coordination
in a firefighting team environment. It is important to mention it here that the C3fire simulation
environment has many short comings with respect to advance scenario design methodologies but
for the current situation this simulation system is performing well. Future work can be done to
improve and enhance this simulation system.
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4 Training Logistics & Coordination
After having understanding of various theories and models related to decision making, teamwork
and situation awareness, this chapter is dedicated to description of sessions designed to train for
logistics handling and coordination aspects in computer based simulation environment. It links to
knowledge presented in previous chapters to form sessions having attributes to effectively
measure logistics and coordination capabilities of team in C2 environment. The topics in this
chapter provide in-depth and focused discussion on scenarios and their effectiveness to measure
logistics and coordination aspects of teamwork. You may need to go back to previous chapters to
consult and review concepts as this chapter build upon knowledge of previous chapters.
This chapter is organized as follows:
Training day and how it is organized immediately follows. Section 4.1 presents logistics and
coordination dependency on each other in different scenarios, with section 4.2 discussing
coordination and logistics design with section 4.3 providing in-depth description of various
scenarios designed to test these aspects.

4.1 Training Day
Players on a training day may be involved in playing several sessions, normally 4 to 7 in one
training day. Training day starts with instructions about environment, training organization,
simulation system and training goals, before playing any session. After this, training continue
with session play and each session involve simulation fire fighting, post review, questions and
planning for next session. After last session, debriefing on complete training can be organized
and participants are presented with conclusive remarks (see figure 7).
Session 2

Session 3

Session 4 Session 5

Session play
Discussion
Questionnaires (Optional)

Post -sessions debriefing

Pre-sessions training

Session 1

Figure 29: Training organization with five sessions using C3Fire Microworld [43]
Before any session play, pre-sessions training is intended to give necessary knowledge to players
about training goals, environment, simulation system and training organization. It is followed by
one or multiple sessions‟ play; wherein each session play, players play simulated task, filled
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some questionnaire about that session play and conduct discussions about positive and negative
aspects of their session play in team. This helps them refine their plans for upcoming sessions
play. After finishing sessions‟ play, final briefing is conducted with conclusive judgment and
with words of thanks or some rewards to players or teams on various dimensions.

4.2 Logistics & Coordination
Coordination is synchronizing individual work to accomplish shared objective. Coordination is a
broad concept and it can be tested through different techniques for different dimensions. On
contrary, logistics in C3Fire is concerned with effective handling of water and fuel logistics to
carry firefighting which is the main task. Logistics testing in most scenarios involve some level
of coordination. Involvement and characteristic of coordination can differ in every scenario but it
will be tested in every scenario, team will play. Besides the fact that coordination is too general,
we have designed some scenarios where major focus is on testing coordination and how players
within a team coordinate. There can be different coordination styles and methodologies and idea
is to test which particular style of coordination team players are acquainted with. Moreover, team
working and type of decision making used by teams during session play is an important aspect of
overall process. These sessions can help in both identifying team coordination style and also in
training a team for a particular coordination style.

4.3 Scenarios
This section contains detail about various scenarios designed for training and testing:



Logistics handling capabilities of team and players while working in collaboration.
Coordination patterns and styles to achieve some goal under different situations.

It contains detail about session, players‟ organization, training goals, expected outcomes with
information about decisive factors that determines success or failure to achieve goal in a session.
The scenarios designed are mainly of following four types:





Water refill: Scenarios for water logistics handling
Full (Water + Fuel Logistics): Scenarios for both water and fuel logistics handling
Self Contained: Where each player controls every required resource.
Mix Logistics: Where water and fuel logistics is handled by two players but in mixed
manner.

In the following sections, we will describe each type in detail.

4.3.1 Water Refill Scenario
This scenario is somewhat simpler as it enables only one of the two possible logistics items in
C3Fire (i.e. Water). The configuration is designed for four players. Flat hierarchy is used where
everybody can communicate with everyone. Among four player (A,B,C,D), three player (A,B,C)
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were in-charge of three firefighting unite each. The fourth player (D) was responsible for three
water trucks.
4.3.1.1 Evolution
Initially, we configured this scenario with two water truck units that were controlled by player D.
That result in failure of teams controlling the fire. After receiving unanimous feedback from
players about shortage of water trucks, we added third water truck to this scenario. After the
addition of third water-truck, team performed really well and accomplished the task. One
important point in this scenario is extra pressure on player D that is responsible for water trucks.
Team success largely depends on abilities and performance of this player. During testing, it was
observed all failures to perform successfully were largely contributed by inadequate water supply
that is responsibility of player D. Consequently, team restructured their roles and after assigning
best person for logistics, teams were able to save area up-to 90%. Player used natural approach
of decision making rather than more rational approach requiring more time and effort as it suits
for dynamic emergency situations requiring immediate response (see Natural Decision Making).
Figure 4 shows map layer of the configuration. As you can observe, water tanks are placed to
lower and right part of map. Fire initially starts at top left part, which is quite far from water
tanks. Success factor majorly depends on how well water-trucks that supply water to fire-trucks
are managed.
4.3.1.2 Training Goals
This session with two variations is a primitive type of session that will help players to play more
tough and demanding sessions later. Major focus in this session is check teamwork, logistics
handling, and communication patterns among team. It helps in practicing situations where
everybody is responsible for single task and they need to collaborate in a controlled manner for
accomplishing some goal. It provides clean separation as no person is handing multiple tasks.
There are two variations of this scenario:
1. Water Refill Simple
In this scenario water tanks are placed quite close to fire originating place. This is easy scenario
and should be the first scenario to be played during training sessions. After successfully playing
this scenario, players should be asked to play next variation of this scenario.
2. Water Refill
The objective of this scenario was to test logistics handling capabilities of team operating in this
scenario. To ensure dependency on the person responsible for logistics, water tanks are placed to
places far away from where fire ignited, which makes role of water trucks more critical. This
ensured that every fire-fighting truck was getting water from water trucks and not directly by
water tanks.
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As you can observe, water tanks are placed
quite closer resulting in a simpler scenario.
Logistics is easy as fire fighting trucks can
get water from tanks directly.

Figure 30: Map of Water Logistics scenario (Simpler water supply)

Figure 31: Organization in Water-Refill Scenario
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As you can observe, water tanks are
placed quite far from fire originating
place, this makes water supply from Role
D, a really crucial task to succeed.

Figure 32: Map of Water Logistic Confoiguration (Tough Water Supply)

4.3.2 Full (Water + Fuel) Logistics
After playing session with water logistics, next goal is test players with more difficult logistics
handling.
4.3.2.1 Evolution
Purpose of this session is twofold: 1) it adds complexity by adding another logistic handling
responsibility to all players. 2) it develops team capability to achieve goals with limited
resources. As fuel logistics is crucial for every player in team because every type of truck (water,
fuel, water) consumes fuel when it moves, consequently every player is concerned about
remaining fuel and adequate fuel supply handling from responsible person. To proper handle
logistics, players should use hybrid approach towards decision making where one combines
numerical rational data in support of intuitive or prior knowledge (see Decision Making). For
example, player needs to estimate that how much fire can be stopped with current water level.
Strictly following RPD model may not result in success as you must consider numerical figures
related to logistics (see RPD model). Like water logistics session, this session has two variations:
1) Simpler where logistics tanks are situated near to fire igniting place 2) Complex where they
are situated far from fire igniting place thus making role of logistics supplying units more
important than ever.
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4.3.2.2 Training Goals
This session is designed to test player‟s logistics handling capabilities using multiple logistics. It
can be used to train players and team to carry tasks that have more than one resource dependency
on others. To fight fire, players not only need to ensure water supply but also adequate fuel level
as movement is essential to trucks movement. Major focus in this session is check teamwork,
logistics handling, and communication patterns among team. It helps in practicing situations
where everybody is responsible for single task and they need to collaborate in a controlled
manner for accomplishing some goal. It provides clean separation as no person is handing
multiple tasks.

Figure 33: Organization of Water + Fuel Logistics

This session is designed like other sessions for four players. Two players are responsible for
three firefighting trucks each. Other two players are responsible for three water and fuel truck
respectively. Figure 4 shows organization of players and truck assignment to players in this
session. Figure 5 and Figure 6 shows two different maps (GIS-layer) designed to play this
session.
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Figure 34: Map of Water + Fuel Logistics

Figure 35: Another Map for Water + Fuel Logistics
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These two different organizations can help team to train for logistics in two different map
environments. Change in object position will test whether players can perform task effectively
when given a different operating environment yet same objective.

4.3.3 Self Contained
This category of scenarios targeted on distributed, self contained handling of logistics.
4.3.3.1 Evolution
Idea is to give each player, all resources required to fight fire (primary task), apparently reducing
dependency on other players. However, this tests player‟s ability to focus at multiple goals at the
same time. Fighting fire adequately while ensuring proper logistics support as no one else is
responsible for logistics supply to his fire fighting trucks. It also test how players coordinate in
such a loosely coupled organization where their coordination will be primarily for fire-fighting
which is primary task and not to resolve some dependency such as water requests. Training a
team for such sessions will reveal people coordination pattern in an open environment as it
would reveal people who are more individualist nature that those who believe in close
coordination among team players. In such scenarios, it may be possible to accomplish task in
both ways; by fire fighting individually and by coordinating fire fighting with other players.
However, approach to accomplishment is important to team building and teamwork. In jelled
team, people may even coordinate beyond fire fighting, as they can still share water and fuel
logistics to other players in team who are having problem with their logistics handling. This
would reveal a strong social teamwork strength that is vital to team operation in emergency and
military operations.
4.3.3.2 Training Goals
Training goals for self containment sessions are:






Checking player‟s capability to handle multiple tasks at same: firefighting with water +
fuel supply and coordination with other players.
Training player to handle multiple tasks under emergency situation while working in a
team.
Training player to work in a team in a loosely coupled fashion where everybody has
everything required to perform his task. Interaction among team members is at same
level and no resource dependency exists among players.
Checking social values as players may help their team members who need help. This help
is not obligation but it is crucial to check social ties among team members especially in
emergency situations.
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There are two scenarios made available in this category:
1. Self Containment (Water Logistics)
In this configuration, every player is given two fire fighting trucks for fire fighting and one water
truck for providing water to fire fighting trucks (see Figure 6). This configuration is under selfcontainment type and is helpful to train team for both logistics and coordination. It can
characterize team players individual working style and can help in building a jelled team for
emergency operations.

Figure 36: Organization of Self-Contained configuration with Water Logistics only.

Figure 37: Map of Self-Contained (Water Logistics)
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2. Self Containment (Water + Fuel Logistics)
This is an extension of self containment (water logistics). In this configuration every player is
given (see Figure 7):




Two fire fighting trucks for fire fighting,
One water truck to provide water to fire fighting trucks and
One fuel truck to supply fuel to fire fighting truck and water truck.

This configuration will test logistics handling capabilities of player while also revealing some
interesting insights about coordination patters in their team work. Moreover, it will test player‟s
capability to handle three different tasks at same time: 1) fighting fire 2) providing water to own
fire-fighting trucks 3) providing fuel to own fire-fighting and water trucks. In emergency
situation, this will put extra pressure on player working. As observed, people make mistakes in
emergency situations especially if given multiple tasks. Handling multiple things under pressure
with calmness is what every player should look for. Besides handling two types of logistics with
fire-fighting, players also need to coordinate their fire fighting task with other players.
Coordination in such a loosely-coupled but stressful environment will check player‟s ability for
logistics handling, planning, coordination and team-working skills.

Figure 38: Organization of Self Containment (Water + Fuel Logistics)
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Figure 39: Map of Self-Contained (Water + Fuel Logistics)

4.3.4 Mix Logistics
This is most interesting scenario that would test team ability for logistics and coordination at its
peak. Having four players, two controlling fire fighting trucks and other two are controlling one
water and one fuel truck each, it will reveal lot of interesting facts about team and players
mentality.
4.3.4.1 Evolution
Following are some major facts:
There is direct dependency of player A and player B on other two units for water and fuel
logistics.
Player C and Player D have mix responsibilities for both water and fuel logistics. As logistics are
shared by Player C and Player, this would make it interesting that how they manage this
SHARED RESPONSIBILITY, as success will depend how well they worked in combination not
as individuals.
Strong interaction among players is required at multiple levels:
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Players A and Players B need to coordinate firefighting efforts with each other. Besides
this they can share to whom they will ask for some particular logistics, making it easy for
other to ask logistics to other units.
Players C and Player D need to communicate to share logistics information. They can
share each other„s burden if some particular player (C or D) is having more request, it can
pass some to other player.
Player A and Player B will communicate for logistics with Player C & D. This
communication will be mainly requests for logistics and response will be either
confirmation or some other message that would contain interesting information about
emergency situation.

This configuration will test logistics handling, planning & coordination capabilities of a team
with some work on self organization. They can structure their interaction to make it
transparent or can work in any ways they feel convenient.
Major emphasis in this configuration is testing coordination patterns among team.
Coordination is necessary to successfully accomplish this scenario but coordination details
can vary in granularity. Some teams of more individual nature will make sub grouping like
(Player A will work with Player C and Player B will work with Player D). Others will not
make sub division and will prefer to work as a team. They will coordinate at multiple levels
to accomplish greater goal. This mentality and approach towards coordination is vital as if a
team forms from players with conflicting psyche, it would raise serious issues in their
working under emergency situation which is not desirable. Training this session has twofold
aspects:
a. It would reveal player‟s psyche about coordination patterns in teamwork.
b. It can train players to work with other players having conflicting coordination style.
4.3.4.2 Training Goals
This session is really interesting and can be used for many training objectives:
 It can train players to work in a team with defined hierarchy and responsibilities.
Dependencies among players are made explicit.
 To train players to manage different interactions within team for different objectives. For
example:
o Firefighters need to communicate with players responsible for logistics supply.
o Firefighters need to coordinate with each other for firefighting.
o Logistics players need to coordinate for logistics handling.
 To check coordination patterns among team players. It can help to check and train people to
o Individualist nature: Players who prefer to work alone or with limited & explicit
interaction; feel ease with more individualist type of working where less
communication and interaction is required and more individual work is required.
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o Communicative and Collaborative nature: Players who prefer to work in close
collaboration and coordination with other players in a team. Interaction does not
bother them and they don‟t hesitate to request and offer services and help from other
players in a team.
To train people for better planning, defining working style and then sticking to plans. More than
one working style can work out but it‟s really difficult to accomplish objective without any plan.

Figure 40: Map of Mix Logistics (Water + Fuel)

Figure 41: Organization of Mix Logistics (Water + Fuel)
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Figure 42: Another Map for Mix Logistics

4.4 Awareness Level
All scenarios required first two levels of situation awareness to perform task successfully (see
Situation Awareness). It is observed that team with High SA outperform team with Low SA
during session play as there awareness about past, present and future situation provide strong
base to make quick and effective decision. Nevertheless, each session play can test team‟s ability
to grasp information from environment, manipulation and interpretation of information with
making future predictions on gained knowledge. SA capabilities are required at all levels
including level 3 (see Levels of SA).

4.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter discussed various scenarios designed and how they measure and train team &
players for coordination & logistics. To sum up, coordination is a broad term and can be
measured differently sometimes conflicting manner. Key is to determine your needs of training
and then selecting appropriate scenario(s) whose training goals list fulfilling those needs. On
contrary, logistics can be trained and tested with simpler configurations and specific scenarios
can be targeted at its training.
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5 Analysis
This chapter discusses various dimensions for carrying out analysis using C3fire micro-world. It
covers both analysis on designed scenarios and experiment results.

5.1 Observation during session play
During training session, observers and managers should be around observing the session and
how players behave. Some important things, observer should focus during training of this and
similar sessions are:






Managers should look for communication patterns among the players. Players should not
be allowed any other communication medium except Mail (No talking). Are they having
some problem with using mail system? How they are typing text (short abbreviations OR
long complete sentences).
Managers should observe the water level of all fire trucks and effectiveness of water
supply by water trucks to fire trucks.
Managers should look for coordination among Role A, B, C for fire fighting. Are all
working with or without coordination?
Planning & organization among fire fighters (Role A, B & C) for controlling fire shall be
observed. Whether they are fighting fire with planning or just all are going for every cell
with fire?

5.2 Things to look for in logging
C3Fire provides comprehensive logging framework of complete session, enabling detailed
analysis and session replay possible at later stage. All events are marked in log files that can be
processed for more detailed analysis. Log file contains huge information but some major things
to look for in particular:
5.2.1

Usage of email system

“27” is the code that denotes mail send by any role to some other role. It contains
27 <Role which sent> <To whom sent> <Mail Text>
This analysis of email communication can be on different dimensions such as:





Density of emails sent and read during the session.
Percentage of water requests among all emails.
Text patterns followed (short abbreviations or long complete sentences)
How much fire related information shared among different roles.
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Communication delays

Time between the email sent by any role to time it is read by the other role results in delay in
communication.
Delay (in seconds) = Email read time – Email sent time
Event 28 can be looked for in log file to obtain this information. It contains:
28 <Role who read> <Create Time> <From Role> <To whom sent> <Mail Text>
This analysis should especially focus on email sent from Role (A, B, C) to Role D who is
responsible for water. Almost all requests shall be water requests. Response from Role D to Role
(A,B & C) will also be interesting as it may contain important information about inability to
meet water supply requirements.
5.2.3

Water Supply

This session successful completion heavily relies on efficient water supply to fire fighting trucks
from Role D. Logging provides several options to check level of water supply.
Event 12 provides any unit state, containing its current water level also. This can be used to
check whether fire fighting units have water or not. Below is syntax of this event:
12
= "Unit State : Unit Activity PosX PosY IntentionX IntentionY WaterLevel
WaterRefillSpeed WaterTapSpeed FuelLevel FuelRefillSpeed FuelTapSpeed Heading Group
ActivityPos ActivityRadie ActivityDirection ActivityUnit ActivityObject ActivitySpeed
ActivityEndTime CostLevelMaterial CostLevelEmotional"
Similarly, number of water refills occurred during the session can be determined using above
information. Moreover, percentage of time, fire fighting units remain without water in inactive
mode can tell whether water supply was effective or not.
Water units state (Event 12), can reveal their current activity and water level. If water level of
any water unit remains inactive for successive time, it can reveal lack of planning by Role D.
5.2.4

Unit’s activities

Looking at activities of fire and water trucks can yield important information. Some important
types:



Unit activity 1 means unit is inactive and waiting.
Unit activity 6 means refilling of water took place.

It can be calculated with “Unit activity 6” as number of times water refilling occurred. By “Unit
activity 1” it can be determined how efficiently units are utilized by different roles for fire
fighting and water supply.
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5.3 Execution Analysis
For every experiment carried out on any designed scenarios, success and failed execution
analysis can be carried out depending upon its outcome. In both cases, this analysis reveals key
elements that result in either failure or success in session play. In the following we will discuss
one example of success and failed execution analysis for one experiment carried out on „Water
refill‟ scenario.

5.3.1 Failed execution
As fixed water tanks are situated far away from place where fire starts, the only feasible way to
get water is through water tanks. In worst-case, these water trucks cannot function adequately,
resulting in shortage of water supply to fire trucks which can make fire to an uncontrollable state.
Decision failures often results in failure of overall session (see Decision Failures). One possible
timeline of event that can result in such case are:
No Water
Time
(In
seconds)
Time 0
Time 10
Time 30
Time 50
Time 70
Time 90
Time 150
Time 770
Time 985

Water
refill occur

Firefighting
started

Water
finished,
fire
fighting
stopped

Fire
Conclusion
spread to
% area

F3, F6, F9,
W12
F1, F2, F5
F4,F7,F8
F3, F6
F9
F1, F2

F1,F2,F5
F4,F7,F8
F3, F6
F3,F6
50% area
No control on
fire

Table 2: Failed execution of a scenario.

5.3.2 Successful execution
Table below presents timeline of events and session proceedings of a successful execution. By
comparing the successful and failed execution, we can analyze the key difference. As per
analysis, major difference is control of only logistics (i.e. Water) involved in this scenario. In
failed execution, Water trucks were unable to supply water to fire fighting trucks as fire fighter
trucks have had very short water tank size and need frequent water supply. In later execution,
Water trucks carefully planned their water supply and were quick in water supply, saving crucial
time that result in reducing fire to very small area where it was controlled easily. Appropriate
placement of water trucks near fire trucks results in less distance to travel resulting in efficient
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refill cycle. In other words, decision cycle of players in this configuration performed better in
comparison to failed execution as they quickly grasped information and made decision (see
OODA family).
No Water
Time
(In
seconds)
Time 0
Time 10
Time 20
Time 50
Time 70
Time 90
Time 120
Time 130
Time 210

Water
refill
occur

Firefighting Water
started
finished,
fire
fighting
stopped

W12
F9
F3, F6

F1, F2, F5
F4,F7,F8
F9
F3, F6

Fire
Conclusion
spread to
% area

F3, F6, F9,
W12

F1,F2,F5
F4,F7,F8

F1,F2,F3,
W10
F3,F6
F4, F7, F8

F1,F2,F3
4
cells
burning
only
Fire controlled
- 82% area
saved

Time 320

Table 3: Successful execution of a scenario.

5.4 FRAM Analysis of C3Fire
FRAM (see FRAM) can describe any system with complex characteristics by the functions it
carries out rather than on its structure. C3Fire is a micro-world simulation environment that
replicates real world environment characteristics by presenting the forest fire emergency
situation. Like any other socio-technical system, C3Fire can also be described by functions using
FRAM model.
C3Fire support team training and team performance measurement in emergency situations. The
major function carried out in C3fire simulation environment is fire fighting. Several other
functions support this fire fighting function. Teamwork is an important element of C3fire
environment requiring strong
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Figure 43:FRAM analysis of C3Fire major functions
coordination among team while reducing nepotism and other problems associate with teamwork
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(see Teamwork & Team Performance). With full functionality, C3Fire represents three types of
truck: 1) FireTruck, 2) WaterTruck & 3) FuelTruck. A detailed list of possible functions carried
out in C3Fire is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Fire-truck fights fire.
Fire-truck refills water from water-truck/water-tank.
Fire-truck refills fuel from fuel-truck/fuel-tank.
Fire-truck moves to fire location.
Water-truck provides water to fire-truck.
Water-truck refills water from water-tank.
Fuel-truck provides fuel to fire-truck & water-truck.
Fuel-truck refills fuel from fuel-tank.

Above eight represents C3fire with full functionality. However, for brevity we will model first
four functions using FRAM as they represent most important functions and rest functions are
subsidiary to them in nature.

5.4.1 FRAM based Analysis
FRAM provides adequate representation of functions performed in C3Fire environment. It
elaborates each function with its resource consumption and as a process that forms input to some
output.
Logistics handling capability is centric towards two functions highlighted in Figure 21. Team
ability to handle logistic handling is dependent on handling of these two functions. In self
containment scenarios fire-fighter is responsible for these functions thus reducing
communication requirement for logistics with other players. However, it makes one person
responsible for too many things as every player is responsible and involved in all four functions.
In scenarios with several persons single person is responsible for single function and it result in
separation of concerns. But it introduces dependency among players as functions exchange input
and output with other functions.
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Figure 44: FRAM based analysis, Logistics handling Highlighted
Unlike logistics handling is not focused on specific functions but interactions among functions. It
depends on efficiency of interaction among functions. For example, output of refill water is
essential to fight fire and similarly output of refill fuel is important to move truck to fire location.
If this interaction among functions is not facilitated, it would result in failure because of lack of
coordination (see Figure 22). In self containment these links are controlled by single person
which reduces gap of communication. In distributed tasks settings, these links bridges two
players and involve communication among players to execute this link efficiently.
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Figure 45: FRAM based analysis, Coordination links Highlighted

5.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter discussed various techniques that can be used to perform analysis on experiment
data and scenarios execution. Choice of analysis technique depends upon requirements of
analysis and available data. FRAM based analysis is suitable for identifying application level
functions and interrelations. Other techniques are more concerned with analysis on data gathered
by experiments.
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6 Conclusion
Designing configurations to train logistics and coordination was the prime task. Several findings
and lessons learned during this process.
Coordination is general
For designing scenarios to measure and train people for coordination, we first need to define our
goals for coordination training. Coordination proved to be too general to be measured by single
scenario as it covers many dimensions. These dimensions often conflict and need extra
importance to distinguish. During scenario design, we first lost in defining coordination and
possibilities for measuring it. Rightly, after some time we narrowly defined coordination and its
role in team‟s working in C2 environment. Furthermore, we refined it by description of C3Fire
environment and its support for scenario design. Ultimately, we designed three different
scenarios to account for different coordination dimensions and their corresponding details.
Results of experiment showed that scenario design proved successful in measuring and training
team for intended coordination purposes.
Scenario Design, Many options
When we started scenario design, major confusion at start arose due to endless possibilities of
scenario design in C3Fire. As configuration based environment it offers possibility to configure
every bit of detail in any scenario. Apparently, same effect can be achieved in different ways and
choice rests on designer preferences rather than environment and scenario details. In these
situations, it is observed that attention must be given to ripple effects of any configured item
rather than focusing on its desired effects. For example, to make a scenario more difficult to
play, designer has many options. This effect can be apparently achieved by:








Reducing unit movement speed,
Increasing fire-ignition speed,
Decreasing water refill speed,
Decreasing unit fire-fighting speed,
Increasing water countdown speed,
Igniting fire at more than one place
Hiding fire information from units etc.

Above list shows some of many possible options designer consider immediately to make session
more difficult to play. These options at first all look promising to do the work in-spite of their
inherent differences. However, in these situations careful attention should be paid to ripple
effects of choosing one option rather than just focusing on desired effects. Choice made should
be aligned to training goals of that scenario and to broader training context in general to achieve
desired effects. This is time-consuming and often generates lot of confusions. One applicable
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solution is to test options by playing session with that option. This also takes time but give more
visible experience of any option.
Expectations met
We experienced confusions, glitches and endless possibilities at earlier stage of scenario design.
This resulted in spending too much time at start to remove these impediments. However, this
made the final scenario output more predictable and close to training goals. Careful consideration
of options at start cleared confusions about scenario design and resulted in clear guidelines for
designing. Experiments of designed scenarios proved their usefulness to achieve intended
purpose without major rethinking required.
Experiment findings
During experiment we found that in-spite of training, people often perform poorly in first session
play. Pressure of unforeseen and unfamiliar environment comes into play. However, they get
acquainted after couple of session plays to make strategies for fire fighting and other tasks. With
series of session play, we observed that players‟ performance improves significantly.
Cultural and social background of players influences their decisions and how they approach an
emergency situation. Personality of individual players affects their overall collaboration patterns
when they work in a team. People from similar background exhibit many commonalities among
them which strengthen the given argument.
Future Work
Due to time and resource constraints, we were unable to exhaustively test scenarios with large
experiments base. This is left for future work as it would reveal interesting findings about
scenarios revealing interesting patterns about coordination and logistics never applied before.
Moreover, in-depth analysis on experiment data for classifying coordination patterns and work
styles among different teams on demographics basis can be carried out in future work.
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Experiment: Water Refill

Instructions

Setting:

P4, F9, W3, Flat Hierarchy

Please read along as we read these instructions aloud. If you have questions, please feel free to
ask us] at any time.
In this study, you will be working with three other participants. The four of you are a team.
Your team consists of four players with the names A, B, C and D. You may organize your team
in any way you choose. You will be randomly and anonymously divided into teams, we therefore
ask you to NOT reveal your real name or your player name during the game until we say it is OK
to do so.

Task
Your team will be playing a computer-generated game in which a forest fire is burning. As seen
in the figure below, the simulated fire threatens forests, schools, and houses, and the lives of
children in the schools and people in the houses.
Your team communicates by e-mail. The e-mail system is the only way you can communicate
during the games. Please, never open or close a program or window unless having been requested to do
so.

The game begins when a fire is spotted somewhere on the map. Your team‟s goals are to put the
fire out, to save as many schools and houses as possible, to rescue as many people as possible,
and to save as much terrain as possible.
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Organization
4 Players (A, B, C, D) are playing this session. Every player can communicate with every other
player (Flat Hierarchy).
Player A

Player B

Player C

Player D

The Interface
Look at your video monitor. In the center is a map. The map legend is along the right-hand
edge. There is a clock above the map. The e-mail tool and the truck status panels occupy the left
side of the display. Every member of your team has access to an identical interface and identical
information. All information is accurate. However, every member will only see the units he/she
control on the interface (e.g. Player A will see F1, F2, F3 only). So, you will not get information
about units controlled by others on your interface.

Map
The map is a 40 x 40 matrix. Each cell in the matrix is uniquely identified by a letter (indicating
its column) and a number (indicating its row). The fire will eventually burn the entire world if
your team does not respond adequately. The spreading speed and the spreading direction of the
fire depend on two factors: the type of vegetation, and the activities of the fire trucks you
command. The fire will not spread outside the map.

Vegetation
There are four types of vegetation in the world that burn at different rates:
Normal vegetation.
Pine trees burn three times faster than normal vegetation.
Birch trees burn at half the rate of normal vegetation.
Swamp does not burn at all.
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Trucks
There are two types of trucks: fire trucks and water trucks. All trucks will do exactly what your
team commands them to do if they have the resources available to do so. For example, if your
team does not tell them to go fight the fire, they will not go fight the fire. Your team is
responsible for directing how the trucks save the world. Following table shows how trucks are
associated with players.
Player

A
9 B
10 C
11 D

Fire unit

Water unit

3 (F1,F2,F3)

0

3 (F4,F5,F6)

0

3 (F7,F8,F9)

0

0

3 (W10,W11,W12)

The map uses numbers in different colors to identify the trucks, their current positions, and
where the team has told them to go.
Fire truck - used to fight the fire. A fire truck‟s current location is shown by the number
of the truck in red. Fire trucks use water to fight the fire and use fuel to drive around.
Fire trucks can run out of both water and fuel.
A fire truck that arrives and stops on top of a burning cell will automatically start to
fight the fire as soon as it arrives if it has any water. A fire truck that is standing on a
non-burning cell that starts to burn will automatically start to fight the fire if it has any
water.
Putting two fire trucks on the same burning cell will not put the fire out faster.
Water truck - used to transport water to fire trucks. A water truck‟s current location is
shown by the number of the truck in blue. Water trucks can‟t fight fires but they can run
out of water. Their large water tanks can be refilled only at water tank stations. Water
trucks can run out of fuel. They can be refueled by fuel trucks and at fuel tank stations.

Figure 8: Refill water from a unit

Figure 9: Refill water from a
station
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A fire truck that occupies a cell sharing an edge with a cell containing a water truck (again, in
only 4 directions, N, E, S, W) will automatically start to be refilled with water. Refilling can
occur only if the water truck is not actively servicing another truck. Trucks are refilled
sequentially in the order of their arrival. Refilling will not happen when the two trucks stand on
the same cell!
You give orders to a truck by moving its red/blue number to the cell where you want the
truck to go. Drag-and-drop the red/blue number to the location where you want the truck
to go. The number of the truck will appear in that cell in white. If you want to change
the destination to which a vehicle is going, drag-and-drop the white number to the new
destination.

Figure 6: Drag-and-drop a unit.

Figure 7: Select a unit in ‟Unit Palette‟.

A fire or water truck will have its number indicated on the map twice when it‟s given an order to
move: The colored (red/blue) number indicates its current position. The white number indicates
where it is going.
If the white number disappears immediately after you have placed it on a cell, talk with persons
monitoring the sessions about the problem.
Note: The speed of all vehicles is independent of the vegetation or objects on the map.

Objects
The map contains three types of objects.
Pine trees. These are less important than house and schools but burn three times faster than
normal vegetation.
Birch trees. These are less important than house and schools and burn at half the rate of normal
vegetation.

House. Important to protect. May contain people to be saved. Houses burn as fast as
normal vegetation.
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School. Important to protect. May contain children to be saved. Schools burn as fast
as normal vegetation.
Water tank station. Contains an unlimited amount of water. Water trucks and fire
trucks can get water here. Not affected by fire.
A fire truck or water truck that occupies a cell sharing an edge with a cell containing a
water refilling station (e.g., in only 4 directions, N, E, S, W) will automatically start to
refill itself with water. Refilling will not happen when the truck stands „on top of‟ or
diagonal to the station!

Fire
Each cell in the map can be in one of four states: normal, burning, no longer burning, or burnedout. The map shows the status of the fire.
Normal
Burning
No longer burning
Burned-out
Figure 2: Status of the fire

Figure 3: Development of the fire

A fire in one cell can spread to all 8 surrounding cells. A normal cell can catch fire from an
adjacent burning cell. The likelihood that a normal cell will catch fire increases with the number
of adjacent burning cells and the time those cells have been burning. Cells that are no-longer
burning or burned-out can‟t start to burn again.
Hints for fighting fire efficiently
The fire fighting units have to collaborate in order to be successful in putting out the fire efficiently. An
adequate collaboration technique is to put out the fire in lines. Look at figure 4 and 5. In figure 4 the fire
fighting units join forces while they put out the fire in the south. In figure 5 the fire fighting units do not
collaborate. In this case the fire slips between the fire fighters and will eventually spread around them.

Figure 4: Good collaboration

Figure 5: Bad collaboration
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Truck information panels
In the truck information panel you can see the status of all trucks in the world. You can see
many types of information:
o ID: Truck type and number: F means Fire truck. W means water truck. The number is
the number the truck has on the map. So, F1 means Fire truck with number 1, W8 means
Water truck with number 8, etc.
o Pos: Current position of the truck, a coordinate on the map.
o GoTo: The destination that the truck is driving towards, a coordinate on the map.
o Activity: The truck‟s current activity.
o Water: The current water level of the truck. (Note: fuel trucks, e.g., G10, carry no
water.)
If you click on a line with truck information in the Truck Status panel, you will get detailed
information about that truck in the panel directly below. In this Truck Properties panel you can
see information about the rate at which the truck works including moving time, tank size, and
refill time.
E-mail
With the E-mail tool you can read and send information to one or more of your team members.
Sending a note by e-mail is the only way to share information with members of your team. You
are not allowed to talk with each other directly during the session, you can only use email to
communicate.
The e-mail system has two parts. The upper window is the reader where you receive and can
read e-mails. The lower window is the editor where you write and send e-mails.
To create an e-mail, type your message in the editor window. To send your message to a specific
team member, click the button with the letter representing his player name. You can also send a
message to all members of your team by clicking the button labeled All.
When you receive an e-mail, two things happen. (1) the number at the top right-hand corner of
the viewer window changes. The number indicates how many e-mails you have received but not
read. (2) The „Next‟ button lights up. You don‟t get any other notification, so keep an eye on
the viewer window to see if you have unread e-mails.
The text of the e-mail does not turn up by itself. Click the „Next‟ button once to open and read
incoming the e-mail.
It is important that you know that old e-mails can not be viewed again. They are deleted when
you view the next e-mail. If you have received many e-mails, you have to click through all of
them to get to the most recent e-mail.
Summary of truck information
o all trucks drive equally fast (5 seconds for one square),
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o all fire trucks take 10 seconds to extinguish the fire in one square,
o water trucks have a larger water tank than fire trucks,
o refilling a water truck with water takes longer than refilling a fire truck with water,
o the fire trucks‟ water level counts down one unit per second during fire-fighting,

Truck Type
ID
1-9

Fire truck

10-12 Water truck

Truck
Fire
Water
Moving Fighting Refill
Time
Time
Time
5

10

5

5

20

1

10

100

1

Any Questions
???
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Experiment: Water + Fuel
Setting:

Instructions

P4, F6, W2, G2 Flat Hierarchy

Please read along as we read these instructions aloud. If you have questions, please feel free to
ask us] at any time.
In this study, you will be working with three other participants. The four of you are a team.
Your team consists of four players with the names A, B, C and D. You may organize your team
in any way you choose. You will be randomly and anonymously divided into teams, we therefore
ask you to NOT reveal your real name or your player name during the game until we say it is OK
to do so.

Task
Your team will be playing a computer-generated game in which a forest fire is burning. As seen
in the figure below, the simulated fire threatens forests, schools, and houses, and the lives of
children in the schools and people in the houses.
Your team communicates by e-mail. The e-mail system is the only way you can communicate
during the games. Please, never open or close a program or window unless having been requested to do
so.

The game begins when a fire is spotted somewhere on the map. Your team‟s goals are to put the
fire out, to save as many schools and houses as possible, to rescue as many people as possible,
and to save as much terrain as possible.
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Organization
4 Players (A, B, C, D) are playing this session. Every player can communicate with every other
player (Flat Hierarchy).
Player A

Player B

Player C

Player D

The Interface
Look at your video monitor. In the center is a map. The map legend is along the right-hand
edge. There is a clock above the map. The e-mail tool and the truck status panels occupy the left
side of the display. Every member of your team has access to an identical interface and identical
information. All information is accurate. However, every member will only see the units he/she
control on the interface (e.g. Player A will see F1, F2, F3 only). So, you will not get information
about units controlled by others on your interface.

Map
The map is a 40 x 40 matrix. Each cell in the matrix is uniquely identified by a letter (indicating
its column) and a number (indicating its row). The fire will eventually burn the entire world if
your team does not respond adequately. The spreading speed and the spreading direction of the
fire depend on two factors: the type of vegetation, and the activities of the fire trucks you
command. The fire will not spread outside the map.

Vegetation
There are four types of vegetation in the world that burn at different rates:
Normal vegetation.
Pine trees burn three times faster than normal vegetation.
Birch trees burn at half the rate of normal vegetation.
Swamp does not burn at all.

Trucks
There are three types of trucks: fire trucks, water trucks, and fuel trucks. All trucks will do
exactly what your team commands them to do if they have the resources available to do so.
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They will do only what your team commands them to do. For example, if your team does not
tell them to go fight the fire, they will not go fight the fire. Your team is responsible for directing
how the trucks save the world.
Following table shows how trucks are associated with players.
Player

A
12 B
13 C
14 D

Fire unit

Water unit

Fuel unit

3 (F1,F2,F3)

0

0

3 (F4,F5,F6)

0

0

0

2 (W7, W8)

0

0

0

2 (G9, G10)

The map uses numbers in different colors to identify the trucks, their current positions, and
where the team has told them to go.
Fire truck - used to fight the fire. A fire truck‟s current location is shown by the number
of the truck in red. Fire trucks use water to fight the fire and use fuel to drive around.
Fire trucks can run out of both water and fuel.
A fire truck that arrives and stops on top of a burning cell will automatically start to
fight the fire as soon as it arrives if it has any water. A fire truck that is standing on a
non-burning cell that starts to burn will automatically start to fight the fire if it has any
water.
Putting two fire trucks on the same burning cell will not put the fire out faster.
Water truck - used to transport water to fire trucks. A water truck‟s current location is
shown by the number of the truck in blue. Water trucks can‟t fight fires but they can run
out of water. Their large water tanks can be refilled only at water tank stations. Water
trucks can run out of fuel. They can be refueled by fuel trucks and at fuel tank stations.
Fuel truck - used to transport fuel to other trucks. A fuel truck‟s current location is
shown by the number of the truck in yellow. Fuel trucks can run out of fuel. They can be
refueled at fuel tank stations and by other fuel trucks.
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Figure 8: Refill water from a unit

Figure 9: Refill water from a
station

A fire truck that occupies a cell sharing an edge with a cell containing a water or fuel truck
(again, in only 4 directions, N, E, S, W) will automatically start to be refilled with water or fuel.
Refilling and refueling can occur only if the water or fuel truck is not actively servicing another
truck. Trucks are refilled sequentially in the order of their arrival. Refilling and refueling will
not happen when the two trucks stand on the same cell!
You give orders to a truck by moving its red/blue number to the cell where you want the
truck to go. Drag-and-drop the red/blue number to the location where you want the truck
to go. The number of the truck will appear in that cell in white. If you want to change
the destination to which a vehicle is going, drag-and-drop the white number to the new
destination.

Figure 6: Drag-and-drop a unit.

Figure 7: Select a unit in ‟Unit Palette‟.

A fire, water, or fuel truck will have its number indicated on the map twice when it‟s given an
order to move: The colored (red/blue/yellow) number indicates its current position. The white
number indicates where it is going.
If the white number disappears immediately after you have placed it on a cell, the truck has run
out of fuel.
The speed of all vehicles is independent of the vegetation or objects on the map.

Objects
The map contains three types of objects.
Pine trees. These are less important than house and schools but burn three times faster than
normal vegetation.
Birch trees. These are less important than house and schools and burn at half the rate of normal
vegetation.

House. Very important to protect. May contain people to be saved. Houses burn as
fast as normal vegetation.
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School. Very important to protect. May contain children to be saved. Schools burn as
fast as normal vegetation.
Bank . Important as it contains money of people in a community.
Vehicle. Important to protect, as it is a property and has definite value.
Hospital. Very important to protect as it contains patients.
Water tank station. Contains an unlimited amount of water. Water trucks and fire
trucks can get water here. Not affected by fire.
A fire truck or water truck that occupies a cell sharing an edge with a cell containing a
water refilling station (e.g., in only 4 directions, N, E, S, W) will automatically start to
refill itself with water. Refilling will not happen when the truck stands „on top of‟ or
diagonal to the station!
Fuel tank station. Contains an unlimited amount of fuel. Fuel trucks, water trucks, and
fire trucks can get fuel here. Not affected by fire.
A fire truck, water truck, or fuel truck that occupies a cell sharing an edge with a cell
containing a fuel refilling station (e.g., in only 4 directions, N, E, S, W) will
automatically start to refill itself with fuel. Refueling will not happen when the truck
stands „on top of‟ or diagonal to the station!

Fire
Each cell in the map can be in one of four states: normal, burning, no longer burning, or burnedout. The map shows the status of the fire.
Normal
Burning
No longer burning
Burned-out
Figure 2: Status of the fire

Figure 3: Development of the fire

A fire in one cell can spread to all 8 surrounding cells. A normal cell can catch fire from an
adjacent burning cell. The likelihood that a normal cell will catch the fire increases with the
number of adjacent burning cells and the time those cells have been burning. Cells that are nolonger burning or burned-out can‟t start to burn again.
Hints for fighting fire efficiently
The fire fighting units have to collaborate in order to be successful in putting out the fire efficiently. An
adequate collaboration technique is to put out the fire in lines. Look at figure 4 and 5. In figure 4 the fire
fighting units join forces while they put out the fire in the south. In figure 5 the fire fighting units do not
collaborate. In this case the fire slips between the fire fighters and will eventually spread around them.
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Figure 4: Good collaboration

Figure 5: Bad collaboration

Truck information panels
In the truck information panel you can see the status of all trucks in the world. You can see
many types of information:
o ID: Truck type and number: F means Fire truck. W means water truck. The number is
the number the truck has on the map. So, F1 means Fire truck with number 1, W8 means
Water truck with number 8, etc.
o Pos: Current position of the truck, a coordinate on the map.
o GoTo: The destination that the truck is driving towards, a coordinate on the map.
o Activity: The truck‟s current activity.
o Water: The current water level of the truck. (Note: fuel trucks, e.g., G10, carry no
water.)
o Fuel: The current fuel level of the truck.
If you click on a line with truck information in the Truck Status panel, you will get detailed
information about that truck in the panel directly below. In this Truck Properties panel you can
see information about the rate at which the truck works including moving time, tank size, and
refill time.
E-mail
With the E-mail tool you can read and send information to one or more of your team members.
Sending a note by e-mail is the only way to share information with members of your team. You
are not allowed to talk with each other directly during the session, you can only use email to
communicate.
The e-mail system has two parts. The upper window is the reader where you receive and can
read e-mails. The lower window is the editor where you write and send e-mails.
To create an e-mail, type your message in the editor window. To send your message to a specific
team member, click the button with the letter representing his player name. You can also send a
message to all members of your team by clicking the button labeled All.
When you receive an e-mail, two things happen. (1) the number at the top right-hand corner of
the viewer window changes. The number indicates how many e-mails you have received but not
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read. (2) The „Next‟ button lights up. You don‟t get any other notification, so keep an eye on
the viewer window to see if you have unread e-mails.
The text of the e-mail does not turn up by itself. Click the „Next‟ button once to open and read
incoming the e-mail.
It is important that you know that old e-mails can not be viewed again. They are deleted when
you view the next e-mail. If you have received many e-mails, you have to click through all of
them to get to the most recent e-mail.
Summary of truck information
o all trucks drive equally fast (5 seconds for one square),
o all fire trucks take 10 seconds to extinguish the fire in one square,
o water trucks have a larger water tank than fire trucks,
o refilling a water truck with water takes longer than refilling a fire truck with water,
o the fire trucks‟ water level counts down one unit per second during fire-fighting,
o fuel trucks have a larger fuel tank than fire and water trucks,
o refueling takes the same time for all trucks, and every truck consumes 1 units of fuel per
second when moving.

Truck Type
ID

Truck
Fire
Water
Moving Fighting Refill
Time
Time
Speed

Water Water Fuel Fuel Fuel
Tank Count Refill Tank Count
Size down Speed Size down

1-6

Fire trucks

5

10

5

20

1

5

20

0.2

7-8

Water trucks

5

-

10

100

1

5

40

0.2

9-10

Fuel trucks

5

-

-

-

-

10

100

0.2

Any Questions
???
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Experiment: Water Refill, Self Contained

Instructions

Setting:

P4, F8, W4, Self Contained

Please read along as we read these instructions aloud. If you have questions, please feel free to
ask us] at any time.
In this study, you will be working with three other participants. The four of you are a team.
Your team consists of four players with the names A, B, C and D. You may organize your team
in any way you choose. You will be randomly and anonymously divided into teams, we therefore
ask you to NOT reveal your real name or your player name during the game until we say it is OK
to do so.

Task
Your team will be playing a computer-generated game in which a forest fire is burning. As seen
in the figure below, the simulated fire threatens forests, schools, and houses, and the lives of
children in the schools and people in the houses.
Your team communicates by e-mail. The e-mail system is the only way you can communicate
during the games. Please, never open or close a program or window unless having been requested to do
so.

The game begins when a fire is spotted somewhere on the map. Your team‟s goals are to put the
fire out, to save as many schools and houses as possible, to rescue as many people as possible,
and to save as much terrain as possible.
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Organization
4 Players (A, B, C, D) are playing this session. Every player can communicate with every other
player (Flat Hierarchy).
Player A

Player B

Player C

Player D

The Interface
Look at your video monitor. In the center is a map. The map legend is along the right-hand
edge. There is a clock above the map. The e-mail tool and the truck status panels occupy the left
side of the display. Every member of your team has access to an identical interface and identical
information. All information is accurate. However, every member will only see the units he/she
control on the interface (e.g. Player A will see F1, F2, F3 only). So, you will not get information
about units controlled by others on your interface.

Map
The map is a 40 x 40 matrix. Each cell in the matrix is uniquely identified by a letter (indicating
its column) and a number (indicating its row). The fire will eventually burn the entire world if
your team does not respond adequately. The spreading speed and the spreading direction of the
fire depend on two factors: the type of vegetation, and the activities of the fire trucks you
command. The fire will not spread outside the map.

Vegetation
There are four types of vegetation in the world that burn at different rates:
Normal vegetation.
Pine trees burn three times faster than normal vegetation.
Birch trees burn at half the rate of normal vegetation.
Swamp does not burn at all.

Trucks
There are two types of trucks: fire trucks and water trucks. All trucks will do exactly what your
team commands them to do if they have the resources available to do so. For example, if your
team does not tell them to go fight the fire, they will not go fight the fire. Your team is
responsible for directing how the trucks save the world. Following table shows how trucks are
associated with players.
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Player

A
15 B
16 C
17 D

Fire unit

Water unit

2 (F1,F2)

1 (W3)

2 (F4,F5)

1 (W6)

2 (F7,F8)

1 (W9)

2 (F7,F8)

1 (W12)

The map uses numbers in different colors to identify the trucks, their current positions, and
where the team has told them to go.
Fire truck - used to fight the fire. A fire truck‟s current location is shown by the number
of the truck in red. Fire trucks use water to fight the fire and use fuel to drive around.
Fire trucks can run out of both water and fuel.
A fire truck that arrives and stops on top of a burning cell will automatically start to
fight the fire as soon as it arrives if it has any water. A fire truck that is standing on a
non-burning cell that starts to burn will automatically start to fight the fire if it has any
water.
Putting two fire trucks on the same burning cell will not put the fire out faster.
Water truck - used to transport water to fire trucks. A water truck‟s current location is
shown by the number of the truck in blue. Water trucks can‟t fight fires but they can run
out of water. Their large water tanks can be refilled only at water tank stations. Water
trucks can run out of fuel. They can be refueled by fuel trucks and at fuel tank stations.

Figure 8: Refill water from a unit

Figure 9: Refill water from a
station

A fire truck that occupies a cell sharing an edge with a cell containing a water truck (again, in
only 4 directions, N, E, S, W) will automatically start to be refilled with water. Refilling can
occur only if the water truck is not actively servicing another truck. Trucks are refilled
sequentially in the order of their arrival. Refilling will not happen when the two trucks stand on
the same cell!
You give orders to a truck by moving its red/blue number to the cell where you want the
truck to go. Drag-and-drop the red/blue number to the location where you want the truck
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to go. The number of the truck will appear in that cell in white. If you want to change
the destination to which a vehicle is going, drag-and-drop the white number to the new
destination.

Figure 6: Drag-and-drop a unit.

Figure 7: Select a unit in ‟Unit Palette‟.

A fire or water truck will have its number indicated on the map twice when it‟s given an order to
move: The colored (red/blue) number indicates its current position. The white number indicates
where it is going.
If the white number disappears immediately after you have placed it on a cell, talk with persons
monitoring the sessions about the problem.
Note: The speed of all vehicles is independent of the vegetation or objects on the map.

Objects
The map contains three types of objects.
Pine trees. These are less important than house and schools but burn three times faster than
normal vegetation.
Birch trees. These are less important than house and schools and burn at half the rate of normal
vegetation.

House. Important to protect. May contain people to be saved. Houses burn as fast as
normal vegetation.
School. Important to protect. May contain children to be saved. Schools burn as fast
as normal vegetation.
Water tank station. Contains an unlimited amount of water. Water trucks and fire
trucks can get water here. Not affected by fire.
A fire truck or water truck that occupies a cell sharing an edge with a cell containing a
water refilling station (e.g., in only 4 directions, N, E, S, W) will automatically start to
refill itself with water. Refilling will not happen when the truck stands „on top of‟ or
diagonal to the station!
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Fire
Each cell in the map can be in one of four states: normal, burning, no longer burning, or burnedout. The map shows the status of the fire.
Normal
Burning
No longer burning
Burned-out
Figure 2: Status of the fire

Figure 3: Development of the fire

A fire in one cell can spread to all 8 surrounding cells. A normal cell can catch fire from an
adjacent burning cell. The likelihood that a normal cell will catch fire increases with the number
of adjacent burning cells and the time those cells have been burning. Cells that are no-longer
burning or burned-out can‟t start to burn again.
Hints for fighting fire efficiently
The fire fighting units have to collaborate in order to be successful in putting out the fire efficiently. An
adequate collaboration technique is to put out the fire in lines. Look at figure 4 and 5. In figure 4 the fire
fighting units join forces while they put out the fire in the south. In figure 5 the fire fighting units do not
collaborate. In this case the fire slips between the fire fighters and will eventually spread around them.

Figure 4: Good collaboration

Figure 5: Bad collaboration

Truck information panels
In the truck information panel you can see the status of all trucks in the world. You can see
many types of information:
o ID: Truck type and number: F means Fire truck. W means water truck. The number is
the number the truck has on the map. So, F1 means Fire truck with number 1, W8 means
Water truck with number 8, etc.
o Pos: Current position of the truck, a coordinate on the map.
o GoTo: The destination that the truck is driving towards, a coordinate on the map.
o Activity: The truck‟s current activity.
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o Water: The current water level of the truck. (Note: fuel trucks, e.g., G10, carry no
water.)
If you click on a line with truck information in the Truck Status panel, you will get detailed
information about that truck in the panel directly below. In this Truck Properties panel you can
see information about the rate at which the truck works including moving time, tank size, and
refill time.
E-mail
With the E-mail tool you can read and send information to one or more of your team members.
Sending a note by e-mail is the only way to share information with members of your team. You
are not allowed to talk with each other directly during the session, you can only use email to
communicate.
The e-mail system has two parts. The upper window is the reader where you receive and can
read e-mails. The lower window is the editor where you write and send e-mails.
To create an e-mail, type your message in the editor window. To send your message to a specific
team member, click the button with the letter representing his player name. You can also send a
message to all members of your team by clicking the button labeled All.
When you receive an e-mail, two things happen. (1) the number at the top right-hand corner of
the viewer window changes. The number indicates how many e-mails you have received but not
read. (2) The „Next‟ button lights up. You don‟t get any other notification, so keep an eye on
the viewer window to see if you have unread e-mails.
The text of the e-mail does not turn up by itself. Click the „Next‟ button once to open and read
incoming the e-mail.
It is important that you know that old e-mails can not be viewed again. They are deleted when
you view the next e-mail. If you have received many e-mails, you have to click through all of
them to get to the most recent e-mail.
Summary of truck information
o all trucks drive equally fast (5 seconds for one square),
o all fire trucks take 10 seconds to extinguish the fire in one square,
o water trucks have a larger water tank than fire trucks,
o refilling a water truck with water takes longer than refilling a fire truck with water,
o the fire trucks‟ water level counts down one unit per second during fire-fighting,
Truck ID
1,2,4,5,7,8,10,11
3,6,9,12

Type

Truck
Fire
Water
Moving Fighting Refill
Time
Time
Time

Fire truck

5

Water truck

5

10

Any Questions ???
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Experiment: Water + Fuel (Self Contained)
Setting:

Instructions

P4, F8, W4, G4 Self Contained

Please read along as we read these instructions aloud. If you have questions, please feel free to
ask us] at any time.
In this study, you will be working with three other participants. The four of you are a team.
Your team consists of four players with the names A, B, C and D. You may organize your team
in any way you choose. You will be randomly and anonymously divided into teams, we therefore
ask you to NOT reveal your real name or your player name during the game until we say it is OK
to do so.

Task
Your team will be playing a computer-generated game in which a forest fire is burning. As seen
in the figure below, the simulated fire threatens forests, schools, and houses, and the lives of
children in the schools and people in the houses.
Your team communicates by e-mail. The e-mail system is the only way you can communicate
during the games. Please, never open or close a program or window unless having been requested to do
so.

The game begins when a fire is spotted somewhere on the map. Your team‟s goals are to put the
fire out, to save as many schools and houses as possible, to rescue as many people as possible,
and to save as much terrain as possible.
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Organization
4 Players (A, B, C, D) are playing this session. Every player can communicate with every other
player (Flat Hierarchy).
Player A

Player B

Player C

Player D

The Interface
Look at your video monitor. In the center is a map. The map legend is along the right-hand
edge. There is a clock above the map. The e-mail tool and the truck status panels occupy the left
side of the display. Every member of your team has access to an identical interface and identical
information. All information is accurate. However, every member will only see the units he/she
control on the interface (e.g. Player A will see F1, F2, F3 only). So, you will not get information
about units controlled by others on your interface.

Map
The map is a 40 x 40 matrix. Each cell in the matrix is uniquely identified by a letter (indicating
its column) and a number (indicating its row). The fire will eventually burn the entire world if
your team does not respond adequately. The spreading speed and the spreading direction of the
fire depend on two factors: the type of vegetation, and the activities of the fire trucks you
command. The fire will not spread outside the map.

Vegetation
There are four types of vegetation in the world that burn at different rates:
Normal vegetation.
Pine trees burn three times faster than normal vegetation.
Birch trees burn at half the rate of normal vegetation.
Swamp does not burn at all.
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Trucks
There are three types of trucks: fire trucks, water trucks, and fuel trucks. All trucks will do
exactly what your team commands them to do if they have the resources available to do so.
They will do only what your team commands them to do. For example, if your team does not
tell them to go fight the fire, they will not go fight the fire. Your team is responsible for directing
how the trucks save the world.
Following table shows how trucks are associated with players.
Player

A
18 B
19 C
20 D

Fire unit

Water unit

Fuel unit

2 (F1,F2)

1 (W3)

1 (G4)

2 (F5,F6)

1 (W7)

1 (G8)

2 (F9,F10)

1 (W11)

1 (G12)

2 (F13,F14)

1 (W15)

1 (G16)

The map uses numbers in different colors to identify the trucks, their current positions, and
where the team has told them to go.
Fire truck - used to fight the fire. A fire truck‟s current location is shown by the number
of the truck in red. Fire trucks use water to fight the fire and use fuel to drive around.
Fire trucks can run out of both water and fuel.
A fire truck that arrives and stops on top of a burning cell will automatically start to
fight the fire as soon as it arrives if it has any water. A fire truck that is standing on a
non-burning cell that starts to burn will automatically start to fight the fire if it has any
water.
Putting two fire trucks on the same burning cell will not put the fire out faster.
Water truck - used to transport water to fire trucks. A water truck‟s current location is
shown by the number of the truck in blue. Water trucks can‟t fight fires but they can run
out of water. Their large water tanks can be refilled only at water tank stations. Water
trucks can run out of fuel. They can be refueled by fuel trucks and at fuel tank stations.
Fuel truck - used to transport fuel to other trucks. A fuel truck‟s current location is
shown by the number of the truck in yellow. Fuel trucks can run out of fuel. They can be
refueled at fuel tank stations and by other fuel trucks.
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Figure 8: Refill water from a unit

Figure 9: Refill water from a
station

A fire truck that occupies a cell sharing an edge with a cell containing a water or fuel truck
(again, in only 4 directions, N, E, S, W) will automatically start to be refilled with water or fuel.
Refilling and refueling can occur only if the water or fuel truck is not actively servicing another
truck. Trucks are refilled sequentially in the order of their arrival. Refilling and refueling will
not happen when the two trucks stand on the same cell!
You give orders to a truck by moving its red/blue number to the cell where you want the
truck to go. Drag-and-drop the red/blue number to the location where you want the truck
to go. The number of the truck will appear in that cell in white. If you want to change
the destination to which a vehicle is going, drag-and-drop the white number to the new
destination.

Figure 6: Drag-and-drop a unit.

Figure 7: Select a unit in ‟Unit Palette‟.

A fire, water, or fuel truck will have its number indicated on the map twice when it‟s given an
order to move: The colored (red/blue/yellow) number indicates its current position. The white
number indicates where it is going.
If the white number disappears immediately after you have placed it on a cell, the truck has run
out of fuel.
The speed of all vehicles is independent of the vegetation or objects on the map.
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Objects
The map contains three types of objects.
Pine trees. These are less important than house and schools but burn three times faster than
normal vegetation.
Birch trees. These are less important than house and schools and burn at half the rate of normal
vegetation.

House. Important to protect. May contain people to be saved. Houses burn as fast as
normal vegetation.
School. Important to protect. May contain children to be saved. Schools burn as fast as
normal vegetation.
Bank . Important as it contains money of people in a community.
Vehicle. Important to protect, as it is a property and has definite value.
Hospital. Very important to protect as it contains patients.
Water tank station. Contains an unlimited amount of water. Water trucks and fire
trucks can get water here. Not affected by fire.
A fire truck or water truck that occupies a cell sharing an edge with a cell containing a
water refilling station (e.g., in only 4 directions, N, E, S, W) will automatically start to
refill itself with water. Refilling will not happen when the truck stands „on top of‟ or
diagonal to the station!
Fuel tank station. Contains an unlimited amount of fuel. Fuel trucks, water trucks, and
fire trucks can get fuel here. Not affected by fire.
A fire truck, water truck, or fuel truck that occupies a cell sharing an edge with a cell
containing a fuel refilling station (e.g., in only 4 directions, N, E, S, W) will
automatically start to refill itself with fuel. Refueling will not happen when the truck
stands „on top of‟ or diagonal to the station!

Fire
Each cell in the map can be in one of four states: normal, burning, no longer burning, or burnedout. The map shows the status of the fire.
Normal
Burning
No longer burning
Burned-out
Figure 2: Status of the fire

Figure 3: Development of the fire
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A fire in one cell can spread to all 8 surrounding cells. A normal cell can catch fire from an
adjacent burning cell. The likelihood that a normal cell will catch the fire increases with the
number of adjacent burning cells and the time those cells have been burning. Cells that are nolonger burning or burned-out can‟t start to burn again.
Hints for fighting fire efficiently
The fire fighting units have to collaborate in order to be successful in putting out the fire efficiently. An
adequate collaboration technique is to put out the fire in lines. Look at figure 4 and 5. In figure 4 the fire
fighting units join forces while they put out the fire in the south. In figure 5 the fire fighting units do not
collaborate. In this case the fire slips between the fire fighters and will eventually spread around them.

Figure 4: Good collaboration

Figure 5: Bad collaboration

Truck information panels
In the truck information panel you can see the status of all trucks in the world. You can see
many types of information:
o ID: Truck type and number: F means Fire truck. W means water truck. The number is
the number the truck has on the map. So, F1 means Fire truck with number 1, W8 means
Water truck with number 8, etc.
o Pos: Current position of the truck, a coordinate on the map.
o GoTo: The destination that the truck is driving towards, a coordinate on the map.
o Activity: The truck‟s current activity.
o Water: The current water level of the truck. (Note: fuel trucks, e.g., G10, carry no
water.)
o Fuel: The current fuel level of the truck.
If you click on a line with truck information in the Truck Status panel, you will get detailed
information about that truck in the panel directly below. In this Truck Properties panel you can
see information about the rate at which the truck works including moving time, tank size, and
refill time.
E-mail
With the E-mail tool you can read and send information to one or more of your team members.
Sending a note by e-mail is the only way to share information with members of your team. You
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are not allowed to talk with each other directly during the session, you can only use email to
communicate.
The e-mail system has two parts. The upper window is the reader where you receive and can
read e-mails. The lower window is the editor where you write and send e-mails.
To create an e-mail, type your message in the editor window. To send your message to a specific
team member, click the button with the letter representing his player name. You can also send a
message to all members of your team by clicking the button labeled All.
When you receive an e-mail, two things happen. (1) the number at the top right-hand corner of
the viewer window changes. The number indicates how many e-mails you have received but not
read. (2) The „Next‟ button lights up. You don‟t get any other notification, so keep an eye on
the viewer window to see if you have unread e-mails.
The text of the e-mail does not turn up by itself. Click the „Next‟ button once to open and read
incoming the e-mail.
It is important that you know that old e-mails can not be viewed again. They are deleted when
you view the next e-mail. If you have received many e-mails, you have to click through all of
them to get to the most recent e-mail.
Summary of truck information
o all trucks drive equally fast (5 seconds for one square),
o all fire trucks take 10 seconds to extinguish the fire in one square,
o water trucks have a larger water tank than fire trucks,
o refilling a water truck with water takes longer than refilling a fire truck with water,
o the fire trucks‟ water level counts down one unit per second during fire-fighting,
o fuel trucks have a larger fuel tank than fire and water trucks,
o refueling takes the same time for all trucks, and every truck consumes 1 units of fuel per
second when moving.
Truck ID Type

Truck
Fire
Moving Fighting
Time
Time

Water
Refill
Speed

Water
Tank
Size

Water Fuel
Count Refill
down Speed

Fuel
Tank
Size

Fuel
Count
down

1,2,5,6,9, Fire trucks
10,13,14

5

10

5

20

1

5

20

0.2

3,7,11,15 Water
trucks

5

-

10

100

1

5

40

0.2

4,8,12,16 Fuel
trucks

5

-

-

-

-

10

100

0.2

Any Questions
???
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Experiment: Water + Fuel (Mix Logistics)

Instructions

Setting:

P4, F6, W2, G2 Mix Logistics

Please read along as we read these instructions aloud. If you have questions, please feel free to
ask us] at any time.
In this study, you will be working with three other participants. The four of you are a team.
Your team consists of four players with the names A, B, C and D. You may organize your team
in any way you choose. You will be randomly and anonymously divided into teams, we therefore
ask you to NOT reveal your real name or your player name during the game until we say it is OK
to do so.

Task
Your team will be playing a computer-generated game in which a forest fire is burning. As seen
in the figure below, the simulated fire threatens forests, schools, and houses, and the lives of
children in the schools and people in the houses.
Your team communicates by e-mail. The e-mail system is the only way you can communicate
during the games. Please, never open or close a program or window unless having been requested to do
so.

The game begins when a fire is spotted somewhere on the map. Your team‟s goals are to put the
fire out, to save as many schools and houses as possible, to rescue as many people as possible,
and to save as much terrain as possible.
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Organization
4 Players (A, B, C, D) are playing this session. Every player can communicate with every other
player (Flat Hierarchy).
Player A

Player B

Player C

Player D

The Interface
Look at your video monitor. In the center is a map. The map legend is along the right-hand
edge. There is a clock above the map. The e-mail tool and the truck status panels occupy the left
side of the display. Every member of your team has access to an identical interface and identical
information. All information is accurate. However, every member will only see the units he/she
control on the interface (e.g. Player A will see F1, F2, F3 only). So, you will not get information
about units controlled by others on your interface.

Map
The map is a 40 x 40 matrix. Each cell in the matrix is uniquely identified by a letter (indicating
its column) and a number (indicating its row). The fire will eventually burn the entire world if
your team does not respond adequately. The spreading speed and the spreading direction of the
fire depend on two factors: the type of vegetation, and the activities of the fire trucks you
command. The fire will not spread outside the map.

Vegetation
There are four types of vegetation in the world that burn at different rates:
Normal vegetation.
Pine trees burn three times faster than normal vegetation.
Birch trees burn at half the rate of normal vegetation.
Swamp does not burn at all.

Trucks
There are three types of trucks: fire trucks, water trucks, and fuel trucks. All trucks will do
exactly what your team commands them to do if they have the resources available to do so.
They will do only what your team commands them to do. For example, if your team does not
tell them to go fight the fire, they will not go fight the fire. Your team is responsible for directing
how the trucks save the world.
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Following table shows how trucks are associated with players.
Player

A
21 B
22 C
23 D

Fire unit

Water unit

Fuel unit

3 (F1,F2,F3)

0

0

3 (F4,F5,F6)

0

0

0

1 (W7)

1 (G8)

0

1 (W9)

1 (G10)

The map uses numbers in different colors to identify the trucks, their current positions, and
where the team has told them to go.
Fire truck - used to fight the fire. A fire truck‟s current location is shown by the number
of the truck in red. Fire trucks use water to fight the fire and use fuel to drive around.
Fire trucks can run out of both water and fuel.
A fire truck that arrives and stops on top of a burning cell will automatically start to
fight the fire as soon as it arrives if it has any water. A fire truck that is standing on a
non-burning cell that starts to burn will automatically start to fight the fire if it has any
water.
Putting two fire trucks on the same burning cell will not put the fire out faster.
Water truck - used to transport water to fire trucks. A water truck‟s current location is
shown by the number of the truck in blue. Water trucks can‟t fight fires but they can run
out of water. Their large water tanks can be refilled only at water tank stations. Water
trucks can run out of fuel. They can be refueled by fuel trucks and at fuel tank stations.
Fuel truck - used to transport fuel to other trucks. A fuel truck‟s current location is
shown by the number of the truck in yellow. Fuel trucks can run out of fuel. They can be
refueled at fuel tank stations and by other fuel trucks.

Figure 8: Refill water from a unit

Figure 9: Refill water from a
station
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A fire truck that occupies a cell sharing an edge with a cell containing a water or fuel truck
(again, in only 4 directions, N, E, S, W) will automatically start to be refilled with water or fuel.
Refilling and refueling can occur only if the water or fuel truck is not actively servicing another
truck. Trucks are refilled sequentially in the order of their arrival. Refilling and refueling will
not happen when the two trucks stand on the same cell!
You give orders to a truck by moving its red/blue number to the cell where you want the
truck to go. Drag-and-drop the red/blue number to the location where you want the truck
to go. The number of the truck will appear in that cell in white. If you want to change
the destination to which a vehicle is going, drag-and-drop the white number to the new
destination.

Figure 6: Drag-and-drop a unit.

Figure 7: Select a unit in ‟Unit Palette‟.

A fire, water, or fuel truck will have its number indicated on the map twice when it‟s given an
order to move: The colored (red/blue/yellow) number indicates its current position. The white
number indicates where it is going.
If the white number disappears immediately after you have placed it on a cell, the truck has run
out of fuel.
The speed of all vehicles is independent of the vegetation or objects on the map.

Objects
The map contains three types of objects.
Pine trees. These are less important than house and schools but burn three times faster than
normal vegetation.
Birch trees. These are less important than house and schools and burn at half the rate of normal
vegetation.

House. Important to protect. May contain people to be saved. Houses burn as fast as
normal vegetation.
School. Important to protect. May contain children to be saved. Schools burn as fast as
normal vegetation.
Bank . Important as it contains money of people in a community.
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Vehicle. Important to protect, as it is a property and has definite value.
Hospital. Very important to protect as it contains patients.
Water tank station. Contains an unlimited amount of water. Water trucks and fire
trucks can get water here. Not affected by fire.
A fire truck or water truck that occupies a cell sharing an edge with a cell containing a
water refilling station (e.g., in only 4 directions, N, E, S, W) will automatically start to
refill itself with water. Refilling will not happen when the truck stands „on top of‟ or
diagonal to the station!
Fuel tank station. Contains an unlimited amount of fuel. Fuel trucks, water trucks, and
fire trucks can get fuel here. Not affected by fire.
A fire truck, water truck, or fuel truck that occupies a cell sharing an edge with a cell
containing a fuel refilling station (e.g., in only 4 directions, N, E, S, W) will
automatically start to refill itself with fuel. Refueling will not happen when the truck
stands „on top of‟ or diagonal to the station!

Fire
Each cell in the map can be in one of four states: normal, burning, no longer burning, or burnedout. The map shows the status of the fire.
Normal
Burning
No longer burning
Burned-out
Figure 2: Status of the fire

Figure 3: Development of the fire

A fire in one cell can spread to all 8 surrounding cells. A normal cell can catch fire from an
adjacent burning cell. The likelihood that a normal cell will catch the fire increases with the
number of adjacent burning cells and the time those cells have been burning. Cells that are nolonger burning or burned-out can‟t start to burn again.
Hints for fighting fire efficiently
The fire fighting units have to collaborate in order to be successful in putting out the fire efficiently. An
adequate collaboration technique is to put out the fire in lines. Look at figure 4 and 5. In figure 4 the fire
fighting units join forces while they put out the fire in the south. In figure 5 the fire fighting units do not
collaborate. In this case the fire slips between the fire fighters and will eventually spread around them.
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Figure 4: Good collaboration

Figure 5: Bad collaboration

Truck information panels
In the truck information panel you can see the status of all trucks in the world. You can see
many types of information:
o ID: Truck type and number: F means Fire truck. W means water truck. The number is
the number the truck has on the map. So, F1 means Fire truck with number 1, W8 means
Water truck with number 8, etc.
o Pos: Current position of the truck, a coordinate on the map.
o GoTo: The destination that the truck is driving towards, a coordinate on the map.
o Activity: The truck‟s current activity.
o Water: The current water level of the truck. (Note: fuel trucks, e.g., G10, carry no
water.)
o Fuel: The current fuel level of the truck.
If you click on a line with truck information in the Truck Status panel, you will get detailed
information about that truck in the panel directly below. In this Truck Properties panel you can
see information about the rate at which the truck works including moving time, tank size, and
refill time.
E-mail
With the E-mail tool you can read and send information to one or more of your team members.
Sending a note by e-mail is the only way to share information with members of your team. You
are not allowed to talk with each other directly during the session, you can only use email to
communicate.
The e-mail system has two parts. The upper window is the reader where you receive and can
read e-mails. The lower window is the editor where you write and send e-mails.
To create an e-mail, type your message in the editor window. To send your message to a specific
team member, click the button with the letter representing his player name. You can also send a
message to all members of your team by clicking the button labeled All.
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When you receive an e-mail, two things happen. (1) the number at the top right-hand corner of
the viewer window changes. The number indicates how many e-mails you have received but not
read. (2) The „Next‟ button lights up. You don‟t get any other notification, so keep an eye on
the viewer window to see if you have unread e-mails.
The text of the e-mail does not turn up by itself. Click the „Next‟ button once to open and read
incoming the e-mail.
It is important that you know that old e-mails can not be viewed again. They are deleted when
you view the next e-mail. If you have received many e-mails, you have to click through all of
them to get to the most recent e-mail.
Summary of truck information
o all trucks drive equally fast (5 seconds for one square),
o all fire trucks take 10 seconds to extinguish the fire in one square,
o water trucks have a larger water tank than fire trucks,
o refilling a water truck with water takes longer than refilling a fire truck with water,
o the fire trucks‟ water level counts down one unit per second during fire-fighting,
o fuel trucks have a larger fuel tank than fire and water trucks,
o refueling takes the same time for all trucks, and every truck consumes 1 units of fuel per
second when moving.

Truck Type
ID

Truck
Fire
Water
Moving Fighting Refill
Time
Time
Speed

Water Water Fuel Fuel Fuel
Tank Count Refill Tank Count
Size down Speed Size down

1-6

Fire trucks

5

10

5

20

1

5

20

0.2

7, 9

Water trucks

5

-

10

100

1

5

60

0.2

8, 10

Fuel trucks

5

-

-

-

-

10

100

0.2

Any Questions
???
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Procedure

Experiment: Coordination Training
Setting:

00:00

Introduction







00:20



00:40

The participants take their roles from tombola and are
seated.
Presentation of the experiment leaders and the study.
Information about the schedule.
Informed consent forms are handed out, explained, and
signed.
The participants are told not to talk about the game with
each other until the experimenters have given their approval.
Light talk with each participant to ensure everybody is
relaxed and feeling normal.

(00:20)

The experiment leader reads the instructions.
The players shall read along. The players should be able to
look at the user interface.
Questions & Queries must be answered. In case of any error
in manual, make corrections manually.





Training




00:40
00:55




(00:20)

Instruction




Players, Flat Hierarchy

(00:25)

Training 1.
Questions.
Ask if someone want water or need to go to toilet.




00:15
00:10
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01:05

Session 1

01:05



01:10
01:30
01:35







01:45

02:20







03:15
03:15

Sessions 2 (Water Logistics Only - Complex Version).
Questionnaire.
After action review session 2.
Play a replay of the session and have team talk.
Record on video and audio.

(00:20)

10 minutes for coffee.
10 minutes extra as contingency if some time wasted earlier
then can be compensated here using these 10 minutes.
Ask if some one need to go to the toilet.

Session




(00:35)

3

Sessions 3 (Self Containment – Water + Fuel, Map 1).
Questionnaire.
After action review 3.
Play a replay of the session and have team talk.
Record on video and audio.



(00:20)
(00:05)
(00:10)



Session 4


(00:20)
(00:05)
(00:10)



Coffee Break

02:40
03:00
03:05

(00:20)
(00:05)
(00:10)

(00:35)





(00:05)



Session 2




02:40

The players should do some team talk.
Record on video and audio.
Sessions 1 (Water Logistics Only – Simple Version).
Questionnaire.
After action review 1.
Play a replay of the session and have team talk.
Record on video and audio.



01:45
02:05
02:10



(00:40)

(00:35)

Sessions 4 (Mix Logistics – Water + Fuel, Map 2).
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03:35
03:40



03:50







04:20



(00:30)

Sessions 5 (Mix Logistics – Water + Fuel).
Questionnaire.
After action review 5.
Play a replay of the session and have team talk.
Record on video and audio.



(00:20)
(00:05)
(00:05)



End



(00:05)
(00:10)



Session 5

03:50
04:10
04:15



Questionnaire.
After action review 4.
Play a replay of the session and have team talk.
Record on video and audio.

(00:05)
Tickets.
Thank you and goodbye.
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00:00









00:40

4 Players, Flat Hierarchy

(00:20)

The participants take their roles from tombola and are
seated.
Presentation of the experiment leaders and the study.
Information about the schedule.
Informed consent forms are handed out, explained, and
signed.
The participants are told not to talk about the game with
each other until the experimenters have given their approval.
Light talk with each participant to ensure everybody is
relaxed and feeling normal.

(00:20)

The experiment leader reads the instructions.
The players shall read along. The players should be able to
look at the user interface.
Questions & Queries must be answered. In case of any error
in manual, make corrections manually.





Training




00:40
00:55




Setting:

Instruction




Logistics Training

Introduction


00:20

Experiment:

(00:25)

Training 1.
Questions.
Ask if someone want water or need to go to toilet.




00:15
00:10
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01:05

Session 1

01:05



01:10
01:30
01:35





01:45

02:20





02:40

03:15
03:15

10 minutes for coffee.
10 minutes extra as contingency if some time wasted earlier
then can be compensated here using these 10 minutes.
Ask if some one need to go to the toilet.



(00:35)

Sessions 3 (Water + Fuel Logistics).
Questionnaire.
After action review 3.
Play a replay of the session and have team talk.
Record on video and audio.



(00:20)
(00:05)
(00:10)



Session 4


(00:20)
(00:05)
(00:10)

(00:20)

Session 3




(00:20)
(00:05)
(00:10)





02:40
03:00
03:05



Sessions 2 (Water Logistics Only - Complex Version).
Questionnaire.
After action review session 2.
Play a replay of the session and have team talk.
Record on video and audio.

Coffee Break



(00:05)

(00:35)








The players should do some team talk.
Record on video and audio.
Sessions 1 (Water Logistics Only - Simple Version).
Questionnaire.
After action review 1.
Play a replay of the session and have team talk.
Record on video and audio.

Session 2

01:45
02:05
02:10



(00:40)

(00:35)

Sessions 4 (Self Containment – Water).
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03:35
03:40



03:50







04:20



(00:30)

Sessions 5 (Self Containment – Water + Fuel).
Questionnaire.
After action review 5.
Play a replay of the session and have team talk.
Record on video and audio.



(00:20)
(00:05)
(00:05)



End



(00:05)
(00:10)



Session 5

03:50
04:10
04:15



Questionnaire.
After action review 4.
Play a replay of the session and have team talk.
Record on video and audio.

(00:05)
Tickets.
Thank you and goodbye.
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Procedure
00:00





00:40

01:05

(00:20)

The participants take their roles from tombola and are seated.
Presentation of the experiment leaders and the study.
Information about the schedule.
Informed consent forms are handed out, explained, and signed.
The participants are told not to talk about the game with each other until the
experimenters have given their approval.
Light talk with each participant to ensure everybody is relaxed and feeling
normal.

(00:20)

The experiment leader reads the instructions.
The players shall read along. The players should be able to look at the user
interface.
Questions & Queries must be answered. In case of any error in manual, make
corrections manually.





Training




00:40
00:55



4 Players, Flat Hierarchy

Instruction




Setting:

Introduction






00:20

Experiment: Logistics + Coordination Training

(00:25)

Training 1.
Questions.
Ask if someone want water or need to go to toilet.





Session 1

01:05



01:10
01:30
01:35





00:15
00:10

(00:40)

The players should do some team talk.
Record on video and audio.
Sessions 1 (Water Logistics Only).
Questionnaire.
After action review 1.
Play a replay of the session and have team talk.
Record on video and audio.
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01:45




Session 2




01:45
02:05
02:10



02:20





03:50
03:50
04:10

(00:35)

Sessions 3 (Self Containment – Water).
Questionnaire.
After action review 3.
Play a replay of the session and have team talk.
Record on video and audio.

10 minutes for coffee.
10 minutes extra as contingency if some time wasted earlier then can be
compensated here using these 10 minutes.
Ask if some one need to go to the toilet.



Session 4




(00:35)

Sessions 4 (Self Containment – Water + Fuel).
Questionnaire.
After action review 4.
Play a replay of the session and have team talk.
Record on video and audio.



(00:20)
(00:05)
(00:10)



Session 5



(00:20)
(00:05)
(00:10)

(00:20)



03:15
03:35
03:40

(00:20)
(00:05)
(00:10)



Coffee Break





Sessions 2 (Water + Fuel Logistics).
Questionnaire.
After action review session 2.
Play a replay of the session and have team talk.
Record on video and audio.

Session 3




03:15

(00:35)



02:20
02:40
02:45

02:55




(00:30)

Sessions 5 (Mix Logistics – Water + Fuel, Map 1).
Questionnaire.
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04:15

04:25

Session 6




04:25
04:45
04:50



04:55

(00:10)

(00:30)

Sessions 5 (Mix Logistics – Water + Fuel, Map 2).
Questionnaire.
After action review 5.
Play a replay of the session and have team talk.
Record on video and audio.



(00:20)
(00:05)
(00:05)



End





After action review 5.
Play a replay of the session and have team talk.
Record on video and audio.

(00:05)
Tickets.
Thank you and goodbye.
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